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The Innocent Character in Twain's IUblic Scenes 
Careful examination of the works of Mark Twain reveals an interesting 
pattern of cl.imaxes and conclusions in which one of the main characters 
becomes master of a situation in a grandiose or gaudy setting. Such large 
scale climaxes, rel'liniscent of P. T. Barnum, proTe to be repetitive in a 
au:aber of Twain's works. The pattern probably not consciously realizei 
by its creator, serves as a vehicle for presenting several of Twain's 
well-known literary philosophies. For instance, Twain often pits the 
adolescent world against the adult world with the outcoae of the 
confrontation favoring an innocent youth or childlike character. These 
scenes, such as Tom Sawyer's revealing a mysterious secret in a court.room 
to the amazement of all that are gathered for the trial of Muff Fbtter, 
allow Twain to express his belief in the positive morality of children. 
� of the public scenes also allow Twain to display his excellent sense 
of irony as found in the exchange of two children in their cradles by 
Roxanna, a black nurse in IUdd'nhead Wilson. Twain also uses the 
spectacular triumph as a vehicle for his cutting satire of society and 
religion. Satire i s  easily found in many of the works, particularly 
� tt,ysterious Stranger with its obvious ridicule of hWllani ty through the 
character of Satan. Other conclusions to scenes emphasize the public and 
showy aspects of the ainds of adolescents and their freedoa to be creatiTe 
in an oppressiTe adult world. The reader of �Adventures 2!. Hucklebem 
Finn is envious of the adventures of !fuck and Tom and their band of thieves 
-
even though their borrit'ying raid is only directed at a group assembled for 
a Smlday School picnic. 
2 
In order to acco11.plish such conclusions or fictional cli•axes, Twain 
often creates characters who appear to have lost control of the situation, 
but who in the cd triumph over it. Not all of these characters are children; 
soae are childlike adults. And the characterization T&riee froa work to 
work . Still the underlying trait of all the characters who bring about the 
spectacular scene is innocence. When this innocence is lost or corrupted, 
then the public scene does not function as a setting for a revelation or 
triumph. Depending upon the specific characterization, the uses of the 
scenes and their .final product.s are also quite divergent. F\lrthennore, 
Twain's use of the carnival at.Dlosphere for the public scene becoaes a 
vehicle for his various literary opinions, and such opinions changed 
naturally with the author's maturity and experieace. 
In his early use of the spectacular scene, Twain seeas to utilize it 
to provide hWtorous hUJlliliation of adults by children, eventually leading 
to some kind of public redemption. The pattern varies t�e most in 
� AdTentures 2!, Hucklebem r!!m. and ! Connecticut Yankee !!!. � Arthur' a 
Court. I.n these works, the grandiose scene seems to be a device for 
satire and sarcaSJl. In both works the child battling against his adult 
·counterparts is d�picted as a character who loses his innocence to some 
degree. For instance, the role of Toa Sawyer in The Adventures of 
- -
Huckleberry .r!m!. is greatly changed when compared to his actions in the 
earlier work, � AdYentures 2!. !2!, Sawyer. In this later appearance in 
Twain's work, Tom is portrayed as an interloper into Huck Finn's very 
personal narration. Also, Tom does not prove to be as innocent or his 
adventul'.'es as redeeming as those centered around his days in the 
stereotyped riverfront town of St. Petersburg. Sarcasm ai11ted at the 
promoter of the grand scene is also found in ! Connecticut Yankee !!l 
�Arthur's Court as Hank Morgan deteriorates from a public servant to 
a tyrannical ruler, and, thereby, loses most of his fonner qualities of 
innocence. 
After these two major works which differed greatly from the earlier 
pattern of the spectacular scene, Twain seemed to revert to his earlier 
uses of it as a vehicle of degradation and eventual redemption. In fact, 
this use of the pattern is even found in two of Twain's later works, The 
? -
}{ysterious stranger and "The Man That Corrupted Hadleyburg." In both the 
community used as a setting is humiliated by an innocent bystander who 
successfully dominates the scene and brings about some form of redemption. 
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EYen the historical Personal Recollections 2£. � 2f. � contains a 
conclusion that redeems by Twain's inclusion of later events from the history 
of France. Joan of Arc's death, then, is not futile, but instead benevolent 
to her country. 
Twain probably was not aware of the developing pattern which 
recurrently dominates the climaxes and conclusions of his fiction, and 
yet it is quite clear that such a pattern does exist. Perhaps the 
change in this formula in the middle of Twain's literary career can be 
attributed to several causes. At this time Twain 1 s "financial a.ff airs 
1 were in a precarious state," and much of this debt was caused by dubious 
projects designed to make huge and quick profits, such as the purchase of 
his own Paige typesetter to publish his works. Twain also took an 
unusually long time to write � Adventures 2!. Huckleberry Finn, and he 
was disillusioned by his loss of writing nair. At this time Twain was 
also despondent over his return to the Mississippi River to gather aaterial 
1 Du-rel Abel, "Mark Twain," .American Literature, vol. 3 (Woodbury, 
New York: Barron's F.ducational Series, Inc., 1963), p. 93. 
for his nonfictional book � 2!!,. � Mississippi. This work containing 
"an analysis and illustration of the aentiI1ental traditions of the Old 
South • • • ; and reporting of the .facts of commercial an d  agricultural 
·enterprise in .-the New South "2 created for Twain :a. definite loBs o.f his 
sense of romanticis111.. The disillusioJ1J1ent of his return travels caused a 
sense of remoteness from. his past for the aging Twain. 
Whatever the cause, Twain seems to have deviated from a consistent 
pattern in the lBBO's--a pattern in which the innocence and freedom of 
childhood are exhibited as successful qualities when pitted against the 
4 
adult world. With the return of confidence and stability in his own life 
the maturer Mark Twain restored to his works innocent characters and public 
scenes for the benefit of mankind. Even in the pessimistic novelette, The 
-
!{y;sterious stranger, the end product of the gaudy scene is for the good of the 
assembled public. 
Perhaps a large amount of these grandiose public scenes in which ·the 
adolescent world is pitted against the adult world can be related to Twain's 
fervent desire to be free--free of the boundaries of his own life and of 
the tight restrictions of society. In Twain's contrived fictional 
experiences the child seems to repeatedly function in realms of unobstructed 
freedom. "Hark Twain's famous 'despair,' his acute nostalgia, the reTelations 
of the unmailed correspondence suggest an uncomfortable, disturbed, and at 
times tormented mind. n3 It appears, then, that Twain himself frequently 
felt fettered by i11D1ense physical and emotional boundaries. 
2Ibid., p. 71. 
-
3Peter CoTeney, "Hark Twain and Richard Jeffries," � lbnkez 
(!Dndon: Salisbury Square, 1957), p. 169. 
In his work, � ?t>nkey, Peter Coveney often cites Twain's works, 
particularly those dealing with children anCli the Mississippi ri verfr0nt, 
as valves of escapism. fut even this method of freedom seemed to be 
blocked for Twain by- nurtured traits of his own personality. The author 
or nW1erous stories of childhood was often dominated by several personal 
barriers. Twain deeply felt the need to succeed, the necessity of 
conformity, and the defeat of self-dissatisfaction.
4 
Moreover, he 
condescendingly wrote for the public and thus closed off his final means 
of personal independence. Twain felt that h.e had neTer been "honest" in 
his wtiting, an attitude which probably explains his ferYent desire to 
write a confessional autobiography. .Albert Bigelow Paine writes that 
Twain "confessed r·reely that he lacked the courage, even the actual 
ability, to pen the words that would lay his soul bare.".5 
Such a negative outlook upon the ability to escape the mores of the 
adult world and its cirllization can possil?ly be traced to several 
influences in Twain's life. His mother, Jane Lampton Clemens, was an 
overprotective and domineering woman who demanded Twain's complete 
devotion and obedience after the death of his father in 1847. Marriage 
5 
to Olivia Langdon in 1870 seemed to bring further censorship of the author's 
I 
life and yet another dollineering person. Eventually even Twain's daughters 
assumed a role of supremacy over their father' s affairs. Besides this 
constant "editing" of Twain's life, the author felt oppressed by his life 
in New Fhgland with its "emast:ulating gentilities and taboos. n6 It se•s 
4 Ibid.' p. 171. 
-
5 ilbert Bige1ow Paine, Mark Twain, Tol. 3 (New York: Harper and Row 
Pn.blishers, 1912), quoted. in -,;;ter CoYeoey, £22!. Konkez, p. 184. 
6 
CoTeney, � lt>nkey, p. 172 • . 
6 
Mark Twain was never allowed t.:.i be a boy and his only true escape to freecio• 
was the ti•• he spent as a cub pilot on the Mississippi River. This ti.Jae 
is indelibly 'niarked not only on his J1e11ories, but on his works. 
Mark Twain "cherished a recurrent fantasy that life should begin old 
and regress continuously toward :routh,117 and Jll&n1 of hl.s works reiterate 
this "fantasy" to the reader. Still in Twain's works only one aajor 
character is allowed to escape his burden eoapletely. Huckleberry Finn is 
the epitome of Twain's "reTolt of 'natural and healthy instinct' against 
its suppression by a 'lloral' aociety.118 The adults who11 Huck challenges, 
such as Aunt Sally or the Widow IX>uglas, are stereotypes of the dollineerin&, 
yet concerned women of Twain's own childhood and or his adult lite. But 
Huck is allowed to escape tae adult world and its socialization of 
humanity--a goal unconquerable by Twain. Titere is certainly no conforaity 
in Hu.ck' s final assertion in I!!,! Adventures 2! Huckleberry �: 
But I reckon I cot to light out for the territor� ahead of 
the rest, because Aunt Sal..ly she's going to adopt ae and
9 airllize ae, and I can't stand it. I been there before. 
With Huck about to "licht out", some of Twain's rebellion surrlves. Anci, 
al though lll8Jl7 •eanings can be given to Huck's last stateaent, "one of them 
is the SJ1all boy in the author aerely cocking a snook at society. "lO 
Tite works, theaselYes, serve to exemplify 11any theories surroun4ing 
tlte utilization o� the publie scene and. tbe use of charac·terization within 
it. No other child in Twain's experience escaped quite as easily as d.iti 
7fil!.., p. 170. 
8 
Ibid., p. 174. 
-
9 
Mark Twain, The .A.dTentures of Huclcleber� Finn (New York: 
Aaerican Library of'World Literature, Inc., 199..,,-P. 28J. 
10 CoYeney, � Monkey, p. 184. 
The Hew 
Huck; howeTer, Many of the innocent characters created in his works did 
�rapple with the adult worlci and did emerge victorious. �ch a character 
is found in the first of the chronological works to be discussed. 
Mark Twain's � AdYentures 2!_ !2.!_ Sawyer, his famed noYel written in 
7 
1876, begina with a preface by the author. In this preface Twain describes 
the purpose of the boo.k • 
.Although m.y book iB inten4led aainly for the entertairutent of 
boys and ,irls, I hope it will not be shunned by men and WOlllen on 
that account, for part of ay plan has been to try to pleasantly 
reraind adults of what they once were themselTes, and how they 
felt and thought and talked, and what queer enterprises they 
sometimes engaged in.11 
Thus, before beginninc the pages of the adventurous no., el, Twain has 
reTealed the importance of children and set up a situation in which the 
aiolescent world rather than the adult world will reign and Raintain 
control. 
! 
.Actually � Adventures 2!. !2!_ Sawyer consists of four major stories , 
and each of their climaxes and conclusions is done in a public scene 
constructed b;y Twain for the purpose of enhancing the adolescents who are 
inYolTed. The first llajor climax occurs at the funeral of Tom Sawyer, Joe 
Decker and Huckleberry Finn, missinc over a week and belieYed drowned in 
the Mississippi. In reality the three boys have been camping and. piratinc 
on Jackson Island. Mark Twain sets the funeral scene in the following 
manner: 
When the Sunday-school hour was finished, the next morn, the 
bell began to toll, instead of ringing in the usual way. It was 
a Tery still Sabbath, and the mournful sound seemed in keepinc 
with the musing hush that lay upon nature. 'The Tillagers began to 
11 Mark Twain, !!!.!. Adventures 2!_ !2!,, Sawyer in !h!, Fa Yori t e Works 2!,. 
Mark Twain (Garden City, New York: Garden City Publishing Co., Inc., 1939), 
p. 286. 
8 
gather, loitering a moment in the Yestibule to converse in 
whispers about the sad event. Ent there was no whtspering in 
the house; only the .funeral rustling of dresses as the women 
gathered to their seats disturbed the silence there. None could 
remember when the little church had been so full before. There 
was finally a waiting pause, an expectant dumbness, and then 
Aunt Polly entered, followed by Sid and Mary, and they by the 
Harper family, all in deep black, and the whole congregation, the 
old m.inister as well, rose reverently and stood, until the 
mourners were seated in the front pew. There was another 
community silence, broken at intervals by lluf'fled sobs, and the 
the .minister spread his hands abroad and prayed.12 
From this point the sorrowful service is continued with hYJllils, :prayers 
and eloquent eulogies deciicated to the many merits of the dead boys, some 
of which the congregation has to jar their memories to remember the boys 
possessing. Ent, true to the art of Mark Twain and his heroes in the book, 
the townspeople as:selllbled to mourn are soon filled with astonishment as the 
suppposed dead come marching up the aisle, "Tom, in the lead, Joe next, 
and Huck, a ruin of drooping rags, sneaking sheepishly in the rear! They 
had been hid in the unused gallery listening to their funeral sermon!" 13 
O:f course, the congregation is joyous to see the boys; and, although they 
feel duped, the people's jubilation at seeing the three aliTe overcomes 
their outrage for the boys' actions. Thus, the boys are forgiTen and 
once again the adolescent takes control over the adult in a grandiose 
scene create..d by Mark Twain. 
A second story is brought to a showy climax in the trial of Muf'f 
Potter. F.arlier in the story, Tom and Hu.ck on a mid.night trip to the 
graTeyard to stave off warts witnessed the murder of D:>ctor Robinson. 
Al.though !tiff Potter has been blamed. for this slaying, Tom and Huck know 
12 
�· t p. 363. 
13!!?!!., pp. 363-364. 
the identity of the true murderer, Injun Joe. Since Injun Joe is 
considered mad and dangerous, the boys deem the information they have as 
a threat to their own lives and enter in to a secrecy pact aasterfully 
written by Tom on a }tine shingle and signed in blood initials by the two 
witnesses. After signing the pact each boy considers himself bound to 
the written words: "'Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer swears they will keep lllUll 
about this and they wish they may drop down dead in their tracks if they 
14 
ever tell and rat.'" 
9 
Eventually the trial comes to court and the interest of the townspeople 
of St. Petersburg, Missouri, is all' centered upon the guilt of Mu.ff Potter. 
Et-en )tiff Potter, himself, belie-res he is guilty due to his drunken state 
the evening of the 11Urder. Toll and Huck are aware of Potter's feeling of 
guilt because they have had a jailside visit with him the night previous to 
the opening of the trial. Naturally both feel quite guilty, but neither is 
willing to take any definite action. Once again, Twain chooses a public 
scene for the story climax and he frames this setting in the following 
detailed passage. 
All the village flocked to the courthouse the next morning for 
this was to be the great day. Both sexes were about equally 
represented in the packed audience. After a lor1g while the jury 
filed in and took places; shortly aftenrard, Potter, pale and 
haggard, timid and hopeless, was brought in, with chains upon him; 
no less conspicuous was Injun Joe, stolid as eYer. There was 
another pause, and the ju�e arrived and the sheriff proclaimed 
the opening o.f the court. '5 
With the flow o.f questioning and presentation of witnesses the case against 
!llff Potter grows to a point where his guilt is quite obvious, although soae 
14Ibid., P• 33). 
-
15�., p. 385. 
10 
of the gallery are diSl'layed by Potter's attorney's refusal to cross-examine 
witnesses. With the closing remarks of the prosecution, .Muff Potte.r seems 
doomed; howe-rer, at this point his attorney chooses to drop the defendant's 
plea of drunken delirium and to call to the stand a surprise witness, 'lbo11.as 
Sawyer. 
A.s Toa tells the true story of the murder of Ibetor Robinson and clears 
Mu.ff Potter of the deed, Injun Joe bolts from the courtrooa and is not 
captured. Thus, Huck's identity as a witness is riot re..-ealed and Tom, alone, 
bathes in the honorary light of the townspeople and, once again, def eats 
the adult world, giving the adolescent control over the proceedings. Mark 
Twain creates this climax to the story of murder by presenting Tom with a 
public stage, a filled courtroom that can not possibly guess Tom's importance 
in the case until he is called to the stand. There is irony i.n the scene, 
too, as Tom has broken a blood bond with Huck and perhaps endanger·ed both 
. 
their lives in saving the life of the town drunk, M..tff Potter. However, 
the escape of Injun Joe only adds to the adventures of the novel as his 
freedom creates a constant threat to the two boys. 
The third internal story of �Adventures 2£ !2!!, Sawyer involves the 
adTentures of Tom and his newly won 8\oleetheart, Becky Thatcher. J!hjoying 
a picnic proTided by Becky's mother, many of the youngsters of St. Petersburg 
are taken by a steam-ferryboat to a site three miles below the town. After 
a picnic feast they decide to explore the cave nearby. Unfortunately, Becky 
and Tom wander away- from the others and eventually find tbeaselves lost. 
When the two run out of food and candles, they settle down in a cavem b;r 
a fresh water stream in hopes that they will be found. Meanwhile back in 
St. Petersburg, no one realizes the children are lost until Sunday morning 
church services. Both Mrs. Thatcher and Aunt .fully, Tom's guardian, 
thought the children had spent the rµght with the Harpers, friends who ' . . . . 
lived near the riverfront. Soon a search party is organized and the 
alarm raised 'throughout the usually quiet town. 
11 
:E.\rentually most of the townspeople give up their search for the missing 
children and the village is described as sad and forlorn over its loss of 
the two youngsters. However, Mark Twain soon creates a public scene with 
gaudy descriptions for the climax of this particular tale. Twain describes 
the town's reaction to the discovery of the children as follows: 
A.way in the middle of the night a wild peal burst from the 
village bells, and in a moment the streets were swarming with 
frantic half-clad people, who shouted, 'Turn out! turn out! 
they're found! they're found!' 'l'ln pans and horns were added 
to the din, the population massed itself and moved toward the 
riTer, met the children coming in an open carriage drawn by 
shouting citizens, thronged around it, joined its homeward march, 
and swe'� magnificently up the main street roaring huzzah after huzzah! 
And, true to many of Mark Twain's writings, the hero of the "greatest 
night the little town had ever seen"17 is not a member of the adult 
searching parties, but the adolescent, Tom Sawyer, himself. While all 
the adults were searching to no aV'&il, Tom's eventual discovery of a small 
hole five miles from the opening of the caTe leading to daylight saved 
Becky and himself from a tragic fate. Again Twain creates a scene in which 
the adolescent can soundly master the situation in front of most of the 
people of the town. 
The last story in � A.dYentures 2! !£!! Sawyer involves Huckleberry 
Finn, although Tom's role in the adventure is eventually ellphasized. The 
16Ibid., 421 - p . ..  
17 
!lili!· 
Widow Ibuglas is giring a party to honor Mr. Jones and his so.ns who had 
save« her life from the revengeful hands of Injun Joe; however, she also 
plans to surprise her true rescuer, Huck Finn, who had followed Injun Joe 
and his partner and overhear« their plan to murder the widow, but who 
• 
also insisted upon reaaining anonymous. The scene for the climax to this 
12 
story, one which has been skillfully threaded throughout the novel, is the 
evening of the grand dinner party. As the scene is set, the "widow's guests 
were at the supper-table and a «ozen children were propped up at little 
siae-tables in the same room." 18 Toa Sawyer cannot endure the adult world. 
having all the surprises and fame. Therefore, as the Widow D:>uglas 
announces her intent t o  provide Huck with a home, education and a.n eventual 
business opportunity, Tom upstages her with a bigger surprise, the 
revelation of the stolen money he and his partner, Huck, have discovered in 
the cave hideout of the now dead Injun Joe. 
Thus, Tom and Huck outdo the Widow D:>uglas with their spectacle of a 
mass of yellow gold coins amounting to twelve thousand dollars, ''more than 
anyone present had ever seen at one time before, though several persons were 
there who were worth considerable more than that in property. 1119 The 
triWllph or Tom's surprise and his mastery of the situation can be noted in 
Mr. Jones's resigned remarks: "'1 thought I had fixed up a little surprise 
for this occasion but it don't amount to anything now. This one makes it 
sing mighty saall, I'm willing to allow.' n20 
The chronicle of' � Adventures 2!. !2!!, Sawyer remains true to Mark 
Twain's preface to the work as a book written for boys and girls. The 
18�., p. 431. 
19�., P• 432. 
20Ibid. 
1) 
book goes beyond this point, however, as Twain develops four st.ories and 
four pu�lic climaxes. furthermo.re, wi �hin each of these climaxes Twain allows 
the adolescent not only to outwit the adult, but to control the situation 
which is presented. Throughout the public scenes of the work an all11ost 
ridiculous circusl:ike atmosphere prevails and controls the adults who are 
duped repeatedly by the adolescent main characters and more specifically by 
Tom Sawyer. 
!!!.2, Prince!!!!!,� Pauper, published in 1882, also exemplifies Twain's 
use of the pa.rUlount conclusion. The novel is largely based upon a string 
of coincidences that enables a ruffian of the streets of Offal Court, Tom 
Canty, to exchange places with the then crown prince of England, F.dward VI. 
Both .f:i.fteen-year-old boys encounter many strange and adventurous 
situations, gaining new insight into both themselves and the other's 
position in life. The climax or the story, the return of the rightful heir 
to the throne, is definitely in Mark Twain's grandiose style. 
For the climax, TWain chooses the coronation of the new king of 
F.hgland, Eilward VI, f'onner prince of Wales--& situation brought about by 
the death of the bloody King Henry VIII. The irony of the situation is 
augaented by the fact that an imposter, Tom Canty, is about to receive 
the royal crown. The final scene opens with an intricate description of 
the site of the coronation, Westminister Abbey, and trappings provided for 
coronation day. 
'At the upper end of Gracechurch street, before the sign of the 
Eagle, the city had erected a gorgeous arch, beneath which was a 
stage which stretched from one si�e of the street to the other. 
This was a historical pageant, representing the king's immediate 
progenitors. There sat Elizabeth of York in the midst of an 
ilulense white rose whose petals fonned elaborate furbelows 
arountl her; by her side was Henry VII, issuing out of a vast red 
rose disposed in the same n.anner; the hands of the royal pair 
were locked together, and the wedding ring ostentatiously 
displayed. From the red. and. white roses proceeded a stem wh.ich 
reached up to a second stage, occupi-ed by Hen1-y VIII, issuing 
from a red and wh.ite rose, w1.th the effigy of the new king's 
mother, Jane·Seymou.r, represented. by his side. One branch sprang 
from this pair whi.ch mounted to a thj.rd stage, where sat the 
effigy of &tward VI, himself, enthroned in royal majesty; and 21 
the whole pageant was fr8Jlled with wreaths of roses, red and white.' 
Twain carefully constructs such a scene for seYeral reasons. First, 
he is creating for himself a showplace .for the climax. Second, he is 
14 
humorously commenting upon the excessive pomp and circumstance afforded to 
royalty. And, third, he is emphasizing the irony of such ostentatious 
display for an imposter who, instead of being discovered, is about to 
proceed to the throne while the true crown prince is being seTerely 
mistreated by his own countrymen. The opening scene of the coronation 
stage is further enhanced by apt descriptions of the day of the coronation. 
We may sit now and look and think at our leisure, we have 
gli11tpses here and there and yonder, through the dim cathedral 
twilight, of portions of many galleries and balconies wedged 
full with people, • • • We have in the view the whole of the 
great north transept--empty and waiting for England's privileged 
ones. We see also ample area of platform, carpeted with rich · 
stuffs, whereon the throne stands. The throne occupi.es the 
center of the platform, and is raiseEl above it upon an elevation 
of four steps. Within the seat of the throne is enclosed a 
rough, .flat rock--the stone of Scone--which many generations of 
Scottish kings sat on to be crowned, and. so in time became holy 
enough to answer a like purpose for Filglish monarchs. Both the 
throne and its footstool are covered with cloth o.f" gold.22 
In this manner, Twain has set the scene, the showplace, for his novel's 
climactic revelations inTolving the two interchanged boys. Twain has 
previously begun to build upon the scenes of pomp and circumstance 
displayed for :F.hglish royalty in chapter thirty-one, "The Recognition 
Procession," a detailed account of the new king's procession to the 
21Kark Twain, �Prince 2 !:!!.! Pauper (New York: Signet, 1964), 
p. 181. 
22!2!!!., pp. 185-186. 
throne. The author adds to this account. with careful descriptions of the 
arrival of the nobility of fugland who are "sown thick with diamonds"23 
' , 
• \ I ' ' 
15 
' . . ' . , 24 and who created a genuinely "marvelous spectacle." These are followed. by 
the "robed and mitered great heads of the church and their attend�ts,"25 
who mount the plat�orm with the Lord Protector and the officials of the 
court. �'inally after very lengthy description, Twain begins the actual 
coronation and with it come all the ironies of the situation. 
There was a waiting pause; then a signal, a triumphant peal 
of music burst forth, and Tom Canty, clothed in a long robe of cloth 
of gold, appeared at the door and stepped upon the platform. The 
entire multitude rose and the ceremony of Recognition ended. 
Then a noble anthem swept the Abbey with its rich waves of 
sound; and thus welcomed and heralded, Tom Canty was conducted to 
the throne. • • • 
At last the final act was at hand. The Archbishop of Canterbury 
lifted up the crown of England from its cushion and held it out 
oYer the trembling mock king's head. In the same instant a rainbow 
radiance flashed along the transept, for with one impulse 
eYery iDdividual in the great eoncourae of nobles lifted a coronet 
and poiaed it over his or her head--ancl paused in that attitude. 
A deep hush pervaded the Abbey. At this moment a etartling 
apparition intruded upon the scene--an apparition observed by none 
in the absorbed multitude until it suddenly appeared, moving up the 
great central aisle. It was a boy, bareheaded, ill-shod, and clothed 
in coarse plebian garments that were falling to rags. He raised his 
hand with a solemnity which ill comported with hi• soiled and sorry 
aspect and delivered this note of warning, '! .forbid you to eet the 
crown of Ehgland upon that forfeited head. I am the king. '26 
With this spectacular climax comes the necessity of unraveling the 
•ituation. And Twain brings about this unraveling in a scene reminiscent 
of his other literary trials. Both boys are questioned and the deciding 
point as to their identities is to be the naming of the whereabout• of the 
23lli.2,., p. 187. 
24 188. �., p. 
25rbid., p. 187. 
-
26Ibid., 
-
pp. 187-188. 
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rrissing great seal of the land. With some prodding hints from Tom Canty, 
the rightful king finally r0111embers the hiding place of'the royal seal and 
reveals it to prove his identity. Thus, the true F.dward VI is restored to 
the throne and crowned King of England. 
By creating such a clilllactic final scene in � Prince !:ru!, � Pauper� 
Mark Twain has once again created an atmosphere in which the adolescent is 
able to outwit the adult. Both boys have, in the final sequence of events, 
claimed to be themselves; however, because of their transferred mode of 
dress and station, no one would bell eve their assertions. Therefore, when 
the actual happenings are made known, aany of ·the adults of the book are 
chastised for their lack of belief and for their behavior during the 
alteration of stations by the boys. The Lord Protector, F.dward's uncle, 
is det11oted to earl. Sir Hµgh Hendon is stripped.of his ri.ches and 
locked away in royal prison. Edward takes such action because of Hendon's 
treatment o.f his brother, Miles, and of F.dvard when they visited Hendon 
Hall in hopes of a joyous welcome for the long-lost returning son. 
fut instead they were welcomed by the confinement and torture of prison 
and humiliation. Tom Canty, too, has outwitted his adult world by 
escaping the tyrann:lcal outpourings and severe beatings of his father, 
John Canty, who was "never heard of again."27 Because of his alliance 
with the king, Tom has risen above his meager beginnings in life, as 
have his mother and his sisters, Nan and Bet, and Fdward VI' s request 
that Tom Canty be treated as one who "in his time had been royal" was 
honored by the people of �land long after the early death of King Fdward VI. 
27 ill.a·, p. 20). 
28 
!l?!S•t p. 205. 
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Exemplary of Twain's literary plots, both of the main characters, 
F.dward VI and Tom Canty, do appear to lose control of the situation when no 
one will believe their stories or support their claims. Yet, with the 
creation of a spectacular public stage and a grandstand trial, Twain has 
both of the boys overcome their difficulties in a gaudy fashion and resume 
control--both much richer philosophically and better educated for their 
separate roles in life. 
�Adventures 2!. Huckleberry Finn, published in 1884, is not as 
exemplary of public scenes as many of Twain's other works. Mark Twain's 
most frequently cited work, however, does contain some instances of the 
grandiose mastering of the situation which is so often included in his 
other works concerning children or childlike characters functioning 
successfully in the adult world. The character Huckleberry Finn is the 
epitome of the childhood which is frequently a part of Twain's novels, 
yet Huck's world is more private and personal than the worlds of children 
like Tom Sawyer and Tom Canty. Still, underlying this personal world of 
Huck Finn is a boy whom Twain constantly pits against the adults by whom 
he is surrounded, and occasionally these scenes are reminiscent of earlier 
and later revelations by Twain's characters in gaudy public announcements. 
One such showy scene revolves around the lllke and the Iauphin, two 
conartists disguised as royalty who invade the peace and solitude of the 
"lonely" river raft of Huck and Jim. The phony pair pull off a series of 
criminal scenes while floating down the Mississippi RiYer. Many of these 
schemes are of a spectacular nature, but they generally lack the innocent 
who created situations in which the adult world is outwitted for redeeming 
or humiliating reasons. The culmination of the fuke and the Iauphin' s 
trickery occurs when they invade a commmi ty in Arkansas disguised as the 
bereaved brothers of its recently deceased resident, Peter Wilks. It is 
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this setting and the incidents which occur within it that lead to the 
public trial of the fraudulent "rapscal.lions" and their male valet, Huck 
Finn. This particular trial, unlike the jury trials of �Adventures 2£ 
!2!!!, Sawyer, Pudd 'nhead Wilson and � J:tysterious Stranger, occurs at the 
hotel with the community interrogating the fraudulent fuke and Dauphin, two 
newly arrived. claimants of the Wilks' inheritance and Huck Finn. The 
investigation proceeds with local dignitaries and friends of Peter Wilks 
closely questioning each of the participants in the schemes precipitated 
to dupe Wilks' three daughters, Mary Jane, SUsan and Joanna. :BNentually 
the public inquisition moves to the cemetery in which Peter Wilks is buried 
in order to exhume his body in search of identifying evidence in the form 
of a tatoo on the body of the deceased. The opening of the coffin discloses 
a lost sack of gold which allows Huck to escape his troubles and to outwit 
the adult world which has thus far held him captive. 
This public scene is unlike others by Twain in that there are no 
lengthy speeches of revelations or gaudy displays of secret knowledge. 
Instead a bag of gold upon the dead Peter Wilks' chest proves to be the 
final element of surprise. Although Huck had several opportunities to step 
forward and reveal the frauds, true to his nature, he chose to do so in a 
private conversation with Mary Jane. After making Mary Jane promise to 
brace herself, he tells her that: "These uncles of yourn ain't no uncles 
at all; they're a couple of frauds--regular deadbeats.1129 
Thus, Huck protects himself and the runaway slave, Jim, by privately 
revealing the identities of the Dike and the Dauphin and by creating a means 
of escape for himself. The irony of the scene is created by the arrival of 
29 
Mark Twain, � Adventures 2£ Huckleberry Finn, p. 185. 
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two aore aen claiming to be Ha.rTey and William Wilks, a situation that 
upsets Huck's carefully contrived plans and which leads to a co.111111unity trial. 
Huck would have been perfectly safe at this inYestigation if he had not 
ordered Mary Jane to leaYe town and left himself without the only person who 
could speak in his behalf. Although Huck, hiDtself, created his own trap, 
he still aanages to escape judgaent with the surprising appearance of the 
lost sack of gold. 
A second scene in � AdTentures 2f. Huckleberry � that talces on 
circus-like aspects occurs on the farm of Silas and Sally Fhelps, Tom 
Sawyer's uncle and aunt. Since Huck is To11' s best friend, it is quite 
easy for him to announce himself as Tom Sawyer, who is coincidentally 
expected for a visit on the Fhelps' farm. The arrival of the real Tom 
Sawyer could create problems for Huck; howeYer, Huck intercepts him and Tom 
passes himself off as his brother, Sid Sawyer. The two boys easily adapt 
to their new identities and begin to plot to free Jim who is being held 
by the Fhelps as a runaway slave. These plottings become quite inTolved 
because of the adYenturous mind of Toll Sawyer and the freeing of Jim 
becomes quite complicated. 
Jia, in fact, is being held in a hut which could easily be opened by 
the two boys, but Tom Sawyer insists upon a scheme wrought with days of work. 
Because of Tom's extensi Te reading of adYenture books, he believes the 
perfect escape inTolves the right cell atmosphere complete with spiders 
and bugs and correct procedures for escape such as digging holes, sawing 
openings and creating proper cryptic messages. Thus, the process of freeing 
Jim becomes quite complicated and eventually leads to a public gathering at 
the house of the Fhelps the night on which Jim is finally freed. This 
public scene is not as spectacular as those in Twain's other works, but it 
is ironic that so much ado is aade about Jim in light or Tom's later 
revelation: 
'They hain't no �lght to shut him up! �ove!--and don't lose a 
minute. Turn him loose! he ain't no slave; he's as free as any 
cretur that walks this earthr30 
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With this public statement to the adults who are present Tom conquers the 
adult world which has been holding Jim as a runaway slave. Therefore, Mark 
Twain has once again created a publ.ic scene and pitted the adolescent 
against the adult world, and in this situation he has allowed ·rom Sawyer 
to be victorious. Through this situation Twain exhibits his literary sense 
of irony not only in view of the adults gathered, but through Huck's final 
discovery that Tom had not thought he was helping a runaway "nigger" at 
all. This irony is further discovered in Huck's thoughts as displayed in 
the following passage: 
• • •  I couldn't ever understand before, until that minute and 
th�t �alk, h�y he could help a body set a nigger free with his 
bringing up. 
This public display at the !helps' farm and the ironies created by 
it exhibit a stylistically different approach by Twain. Tom Sawyer has 
outwitted the adults and Huck Finn, but he has done so at the expense of 
a human being. Unlike Muff Potter of the work �Adventures 2!. !2!!_ Sawyer, 
Jim suffers undue hardships and lengthy imprisonment because of Tom's 
desire to be adventurous. "A whole change of tone is introduced with the 
entry of Tom Sawyer and more especially with the extended episode about the 
'freeing' of • • •  the already 'freed' nigger."32 
32 
p. 279. 
p. 281 • 
Coveney, Poor &nkey, p. 18). 
'Huck had planned to set Jim free himself, and thus achieve a final 
victory over the adult world and their "civilized" treatment of slaves. 
ToJt Sawyer 1 s intrusion seems to provide Twain a device through which he 
can develop several final revelations. First, Tom Sawyer is no longer the 
innocent child of !!:!.!:. Adventures 2!. Tom Sawyer, but a conniving plotter of 
an al.most disastrous scheme. Thus, Tolll seems destined to an adult life 
sillilar to that of the Ihke and the Dauphin, the "royal" pair who Tenture 
in fraudulent trickery for their own personal gain. Second, Tom's arrival 
prevents Huck's final test of moral resolution since it is no longer 
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necessary for Jim to be "freed.'  "The moral resolution is neatly side-stepped 
• • • ,"33 and Huck is not allowed a private success. Finally, Twain seems 
to be satirizing Tom Sawyer and his carefully contrived adventures. In the 
end, Tom is seen differently in Huck's eyes, and his schemes no longer 
seem to be the spectacular plots Huck has earlier envied. 
What a head for a boy to have! If I had Tom Sawyer's head I 
wouldn't trade it off to be a duke, nor mate of a steamboat, 
nor clown in a circus, nor nothing I can think of. I went 
to thinking out a plan, but only just to be doing something. 
I knowed very well where the right plan was going to come from.34 
As previously mentioned Twain chose Huckleberry Finn as his character 
to most represent "freedom." Huck's successful escape seemed to be the inner 
wish of Mark Twain, himself, and perhaps this is the main reason Huck's 
world is much aore private than were the environs of Tom Sawyer in � 
.Adventures 2!. !2a Sawyer or T.0111 Canty or Prince Edward in � Prince !:!!2, 
� Pauper. The universe of Huckleberry Finn most often contains intimate 
scenes with only a few characters involved rather than large-scale 
33 !!?!si· 
34Twain, �Adventures 2!. Huckleberry Finn, p. 227. 
spectaculars. Although a few grandiose scenes can be found in � 
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, even those few instances vary from the 
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earli er works in being more satiric in nature than humiliating or redeeming 
for the challenged adult world. 
Like � Adventures 2£ Huckleberry Finn, ! Connecticut Yankee !!:!., � 
Arthur' s  Court ( 1889) uses the spectacular scene for satire rather than for 
surprise or humiliation . In ! Connecticut Yankee !!:!., King Arthur' s  Court, 
the Yankee ' s  showy scenes are a pitting of youthful innocence and touching 
humanity against the antique chivalry and superstition of the world into 
which he has been transmitted by a sharp blow on the head. '!be Yankee ' s  
chief combatants are Sir Sagramor, a knight of the Round Table, and Merlin, 
the court magician. After leaving nineteenth-century Hartford, Connecticut, 
and entering sixth-century Camelot, Hank �rgan is forced to use a gaudy 
scene to prove his innocence and to save himself from burning at the stake. 
Since Hank is a 111.an educated far beyond the sixth century, he is aware 
that an eclipse is to occur at the appointed time of his death. Therefore, 
he uses this knowledge to create a scene that surprises King Arthur and 
his subjects present for Hank' s  public execution. Twain has previously 
led up to this scene through Hank lt:>rgan' s words from his cell to his 
eventual aide, Clarence.  
'Now then, I will tell you what to say! ' I paused and stood 
over that cowering lad a whole lllinute in awful silence; then, in 
a voice deep, measured, charged with doom, I began and rose by 
dramatically graded stages to my colossal climax, which I 
delivered in as sublime and noble a way as ever I did such a thing 
in my life: ' Go  back and tell the king that at that hour I will 
smother the whole world in the dead blackness of midnight ; I will 
blot out the sun and he shall never shine again; the fruits of the 
earth shall rot for lack of light and warmth , and the peoples of 
the earth shall famish and die, to the last man. ,35 
35M.a.rk Twain , A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur ' s  Court (New York: 
Ihdd, Mead and Company, 1960), p. 41. -
Thus, Morgan creates the proper atmosphere of suspicion and mystery for 
the day of his execution. The mood of the day is furthered by Twain ' s  
caref'ully detailed description of the scene revealing this portent by the 
Yankee corning true. 
As the soldiers assisted me rHank M:>rgan 7 across the court, 
the stillness was so profound that if I had been blindfolded I 
should haTe supposed I was in a solitude instead of walled in by 
four thousand people. There was not a movement perceptible in those 
masses of humanity; they were rigid a
�6
stone illlages, and as pale; 
and dread set upon every count enance. 
Despite Merlin ' s  protests, the darkening of the sky and the eventual 
disappearance of the sun cause King Arthur to relent his sentence against 
Hank M:>rgan. At this point, further prophecies by the Connecticut Yankee 
create a new position for him in the kingdom of Camelot and amass the 
powerful authority leading to the title of "Boss . "  With this new power 
and authority, Hank &rgan glorifies the position of the inventor and 
expresses "Mark Twain' s  conviction that the real heroes of civilization • 
are the inventors, • • • •  He omits not only the captains and the kings, 
but the poets, philosophers, and saint� from his roster of great 
37 characters . "  
The rest of the Boss ' s  scenes of triWllph in ! �onnecticut Yankee � 
� Arthur' s  Court generally consist of feats of magic coupled with 
natural causes. These are most often used to expose Kerlin as a fraud or 
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• • 
to show the weaknesses of nobility. At first, the scenes merely reinforce 
the spectacular powers of the Boss, but later they serve as part of the 
tyrannical nature that develops in Hank Morgan. This progression also 
36 
ill!!· '  p. 45 . 
37Abel, •-erican Lit t 92 Nil era ure, p. • 
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changes Twai n ' s  use of public scenes from those of surprise and humiliation 
for those present to scenes sarcastically displaying the deteriorating sense 
of innocence and demoralizing use of his powers. 
Those scenes which show Merlin ' s  castle destroyed by a flash of lightning 
from the sky or the restoration of water to the well at the Valley of 
Holiness are still satiric public displays. Both spectacles are accomplished 
through the Boss ' s  past knowledge of nature and of manmade inventions such 
as the lightning rod or blasting powder. And both spectacular di splays 
for the public are augmented by the use of mysterious incantations and preset 
fireworks. An excellent example of this type of satire by Twain is found 
in a lengthy excerpt from the chapter of ! Connecticut Yankee !a King Arthur ' s 
Court entitled, "Restoration of the Fountain" :  
Just as I L-the BossJ was moaning off the closing hunks of that 
word, �Germanic phrase.]' I touched off one of my electrical 
connections, and all that murky world of people stood revealed in 
a hideous blue glare! It was illlllense--that effect ! Lots of people 
shrieked, women curled up and quit in every direction, foundlings 
collapsed by platoons. The abbot and the Jllonks crossed themselves 
nimbly and their lips fluttered with agitated prayers. Merlin held 
his grip; but he was astonished clear down to his corns; he had 
never seen anything to begin with that before. Now was the time to 
pile in the effect • • • •  
The I touched off the hogshead of rockets, and a vast fountain 
ot dazzling lances of fire vomitted itself toward the zenith with a 
hissing rush, and burst in mid-sky into a stom of jewels! One 
mighty groan of terror started up from the massed people--then 
suddenly broke into a wild hosannah of joy--for there, fair and plain 
in uncanny glare , they saw the freed water leaping forth • • • •  
You should have seen those acres of people throw themselves 
down in that water and kiss it; kiss it, and pet it, and fondle it, 
and talk to it as if it were alive, and welcome it back with the 
dear names they gave their darlings, just as if it had been a friend 
who was long gone away and lost, and was come home again. Yes, it 
was prej�Y to see, and made me think more of them than I had done 
be.fore. 
38Twain, ! Connecticut Yankee !E. King Arthur's Court, pp. 21.5-217 . 
In such scenes Hank Morgan, as the Boss, is still an innocent 
determined to outwi. t the adult world of Gamelot. And some of the later 
scenes also emphasize Twain ' s  use of the public scene as a device of 
surprise. This is especially true of the rescue of the Boss and King 
Arthur from hanging !or taking part in a slave insurrection. At just the 
opportune time Sir Lancelot and his bicycle troops arrive and reveal the 
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true identities of the wrongly persecuted aen to the gathered public throng. 
Satire also abounds in the Boss ' s  defeat of the dignity of knighthood by 
conquering the knights of the Round Table with a lasso and his major 
antagonist, Sir Sagr�or, with a pistol in an arranged duel at the court 
of Arthur. Eventually, however, the public scenes of !. Connecticut Yankee 
!!l King Arthur's Court receive a different emphasis. 
Similar to the sarcasm directed against To• in .!!!!. Adventures 2£ 
Huckleberry Finn, the final public scene of !. Connecticut Yankee � !!!!&, 
Arthur' s Court demonstrates Twain fa use of the spectacular climax to 
satirize his now changed main character. The Boss ' s  gaudiest display, an 
all-out war w1 th the church and its assembled thirty thousand knights, 
occurs at a carefU1ly manned cave surrounded by protective fortification 
such as mine-fields, electrified wires, torpedoes and gatling guns. The 
display emphasizes the Boss ' s  new attitude of complete supremacy and 
overwhelndng power . This is especiall7 evident in his message to the 
advancing knight s .  
'TO THE HONORABLE COMM.UJDER OF THJ: INSURGDfT CHIVALRY OF !XGL.AND: 
You fight in vain . We know your strength--if one may call it by 
that name. We know that at the utmost you cannot bring against 
us above five-and-twenty thousand knights. 'l'herefore, you have no 
chance--none whatever. Reflect: we are well-equipped, well 
fortified, we nwaber 54. Fifty-four what? Men? No, minds--the 
capablest in the world; a force against which mere animal might 
11ay no more hope to prevail than may the idle waves of the sea 
hope to prevail against the granite barriers of Ehgland. Be 
advised. We offer you your lives; for the sake of your 
families, do not reject the girt . We offer you this chance, 
and it is the lasti throw down your &r11s; surrender 
uncondt tionally to the Republic, ["the Boss's newly created 
•pireJ and all will be forgiven. 39 {Signed) THI ross 
Although twenty-five thousand knights are "annihilated•� the 
Connecticut Yankee does not triumph as he i s  stabbed by a knight and a 
spell 18 cast over his body by Merlin. Perhaps Twain can not allow Hank 
>t>rgan to succeed here in his final quest against the adult world because 
he is no longer an innocent or because he has utterly destroyed the 
civilization of Camelot. and seriously shaken the foundations of religion. 
It appears that Mark Twain could not tolerate such tyranny even in one of 
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hi• most prominent characters. 'lbe irony or this situation lies in the fact 
that Twain has allowed his once youthful and innocent character to deteriorate 
to a delirious death which is overseen by the still living aaster of magic, 
Merlin. 'lberef'ore, the Connecticut Yankee can not be victorious over his 
world as was Toa Sawyer in .I!:!.!. Adventures 2f. !2!_ Sawyer or IB.vid Wilson 
Pu.dd 'nhead Wilson because he no longer embodies the character of childlike 
innocence pitted against the adult world for purposes or spectacular 
revelations. 
As noted, the period of the 1 880' a when Mark Twain wrote 'nle -
Adventures 2f. Huckleberry !!!!!!. and A Connecticut Yankee !!!_ !£!Eg_ Arthur' a 
Court was a depressing tiae both financially and creatively for the once 
prolific author. 'nierefore, the sarcasm of these two novels seems to 
have some basis in Twain 's personal life. By the 1 890' s Twain seems more 
adjusted to his constant bouts with bankruptcy and to his philosopical 
tendencies .toward .atheism. His meeting with the financial wizard, Henry H. 
39 !!?!!!,. ' p. 437. 
Rogers, had helped straighten out '!'wain' s  once doo11ed financial affairs 
and set his life back on more stable ground. 40 M:>reover, Twain 's works 
once more appeared to return to the more optiaistic use of the grandiose 
scene for public redeaption rather than for individual satire. 
The hero or Pu.dd'nhead Wilson, published in 1894, is similar to Hank 
Morgan of ! Connecticut Yankee !.!! !!!!£. Arthur' s Court because he does not 
at first see.a to .f1 t Twain' s  mold of an adolescent preaented for the 
purpose of outwitting an adult . David Wilson is twenty-five and a well-
educated lawyer when he f'irst appears in the village of Dawson' s Landing, 
Missouri , a Mississippi River town quite similar to the st. Petersburg of 
past novels by 'Nain. Yet, there are many elements in David Wilson ' s  
character that aake him an innocent who will eventually tllaster the adult 
world of the riverfront town to which he had come vi th high hopes or 
building a law practice. An exaaination of the novel brings about an 
understanding of Wilson ' s  position as an innocent and childlike character. 
P'lrst, one of Wilson ' s  musings about a dog on his first day in town earns 
hi.11 the childish niclcn&11e of "Pldd'nhead" which r•ains with Wilson for 
twenty years. Second, Pu.dd 'nhead Wilson ' s  leisurely occupations, such as 
palaistry, fingerprinting and detective work, cause the reader to see the 
aain character as an adventurer playing what the town considers children ' s  
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games. Third, Wilson is generally pictured as an innocent, a man who believes 
in all people and in their confidences to hia. Finally, Pu.dd 'nhead delights 
in joining in the many "games" or the collllUJlity such as duels, aeetings 
and poll tics. 'lberefore, the community, itself, by judging David Wilson as 
a tool and an innocent , has created a character who will ironically outwit 
all of thm with one of his so-called "gaaes." 
40J.bel, Aaerican Literature, p. 98. 
The novel Pudd 'nhead Wilson also contains a climactic conclusion so 
typical of Twain. In this novel the cl.inax is initiated in the familiar 
trial scene through which Twain chooses to reveal hi s  large-scaled and 
ironic 911rprises. Actually the reader realizes a great deal before the1 
final scene that the coJUIUDity or Dawson ' s  Landing does not. There are 
several basic plot elements of which the reader is quite aware. These 
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elements are suamarized by Robert Rowlette in Mark Twain' s  Pudd'nhead Wilson. 
- -------
The basic structure involves a pattern of three reversals, each 
corresponding to a major theme, which synthesizes not only the 
themes and central action, but also subordinate scenes and 
episodes often considered irrelevant or distracting. The first 
reversal follows Roxy's terrifying realization of the absolute 
power held by her master over her fate and her child' s; it hinges 
on her exchanging, " in the cradle her seven-month-old son, Chambers, 
tor Tom Driscoll, the son of her owner . The second hinges on the 
stunning discoveey twenty-three years later by the false Tom that he 
is not a white ariStocrat but a Jlegro slave; it tests his ability 
to escape the J10ld of training and achieve an awareness of himself' 
and others. The third follows Toa' s failure to become aware and 
Ms crimes of llU.rdering Judge Driscoll and selling hi s  freed mother 
back i.nto slavery; it hinges on Wilson ' s  courtroom revelation of 
his identity and guilt and implicit but more sinister revelation 
of the broader guilt and irrednrum1e slavery or the entire ci tiz ency of Lawson 1 s Landing. 
This passage points out that the lawyer for the defense, Pu.dd 'nhead Wilson, 
has a great deal more to prove than the mere innocence of his cliem.ts, Count 
Luigi Capello and his brother, Count Angelo Capello . The other avenues he 
must cover in the trial will, as Rowlette suggests, affect the "entire 
citizenry of Il!lwson' s Landing. "  
The trial, itself, begins in the now recognizable Twain manner. There 
are the usual delays as found in the earlier work !!:!.!. Adventures 2!. I2!, 
Sawzer and in the later work Ih!, !ttsterious Stranger, but finally the day 
41 Robert Rowlette, .Mark Twain' s  Pudd'nhead Wilson (Bowling Green, Ohio : 
Bowling Green UniversitYFbpnlar Press, 197l), p .  85. 
of the trial is at hand. Twain opens the scene of the trial as follows: 
'Ille courtroom was crowded, or course, and would remain so to 
the finish, for not only in the town itself, but in the count� 
for ailes around, the trial was the one topic of conversation. 
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'nle trial scene, then, is familiar, and so are the proceedings which follow. 
The Capello twins seem as doomed to the fateful verdict of guilty as did 
ltll'f' R>tter in � Adventures 2!. I2!, Sawyer or Father Peter in lb!. ?tystgious 
Stranger, and the townspeople even begin to feel sorry for the defendants '  
lawyer, Pudd 'nhead Wilson, who does not ses to provide any valuable 
evidence for his side or the case. At this point even the reader, who knows 
the answers to the case, is not aware of the method that will be used to 
reveal the evidence to the courtroom . a.it, true to Twain' s  inj acted 
surprises, the evening of the first day of the court reveals many defensive 
points to Pudd 'nhead, and he spends the entire night methodically building 
his case. 'nle second day of the trial opens much the saae as the first 
except that at this session Pudd'nhead Wilson is J10re than read;y to proceed 
with his de! ense. 
Wilson begins with what appears to be a "clean backdown"43 to the 
townspeople gathered in the courtroom when he infoms the court that his 
witnesses have been delayed but will probably not be needed for his case. 
'nlen, he continues from this point with the following amazing announcement: 
' I  have other testimony--and better • • • •  If I seem to be 
springing this evidence upon the court, I offer as 1llJ' justification 
for this ,  that · I did not discover its existence until late last 
night , and have been engaged in �; ning and classifying it ever 
since, until a half' an hour ago . '  
42Mark Twain, Pudd'nhead Wilson ('Hew York : P. F. Collier and Son Company, 
1922), p. 176. 
43 �., p. 187. 
4.4Ibid. 
-
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The courtrooa is, of course, genuinely surprised at this revelation of' new 
erldence and Pudd'nhead Wilson quickly follows this assertion with another 
"electrical su.rprise"4.5 as he grants the prosecutions' s clai• that the 
fingerprints of' the murderer are de.finitely found on the murder weapon, 
a jeweled Indian knife belonging to L\rl.gi Capello . 
Methodically, Rldd'nhead Wilson breaks down the claims of the prosecution . 
First, he dispels the motive of the murder as one of revenge and reestablishes 
it as one of robbery. Secondly, he creates another reason tor the knife 
having been truly stolen and not kept in the possession of the Capello twins 
as the townspeople have been led to believe. Wilson established this point 
by explaining to the courtroom that when the plan to capture the robber 
had been constructed under what were considered to be safe circumstances, 
it was possible that the true thief had been present and had overheard the 
plan of capture, and the robber had thus not tried to disburden himself' of' 
the knife. In creating a third premise for his case, P'1dd'nhead explains 
that the woraan whom the Misses Clarkson had met coming from the home of 
the J11Urder victim, Judge Drl.scoll, shortly after the time of the crime was 
not a Wollan at all, but a man dressed in woman ' s  clothing . Fourth, Wilson 
reiterates more explicitly his plea of robbery by pointing out that although · 
the sate of Judge Drlscoll was closed, a tin cash box with three thousand 
dollars in it was found close to the victim's corpse. After expounding 
these theories to an astonished courtroom., Pudd 'nhead Wilson then begins 
to offer evidence through his fingerprinting devices. 
Carefully and competently, Pudd'nhead Wilson proves to the courtroom 
the identifying signature which each man has in his .fingerprints. And, with 
45 �. , p. 188. 
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several test cases placed upon the windows of the courtroom, Pudd'nhead proves 
to the courtroom the credibility of such identifying marks as evidence. 
From this point Pu.dd 'nhead proves with the help of the jur;y that the 
C.pellos could not have committed the crille with which they have been charged 
since their fingerprints in no way resemble those of the handle of the 
murder weapon . With the innocence of the Capello twins proven, Pudd'nhead 
Wilson could rest his case; however, he has promised not only to prove 
the innocence of the twins but to produce the actual murderer in the court 
before the clock strikes noon . 
The people in the court, thus amazed b;y the case that Pudd 'nhead Wilson 
has presented, are more than anxious to observe his disclosure of .further 
evidence provided by what they once supposed Wilson' a childhood game, 
fingerprinting. But the court is not aware that Pu.dd'nhead has further 
surprises for the eyewitnesses of the trial. In his presentation froa this 
point Pudd 'nhead not only reveals the correct identity of the J1Urderer but 
also proves that two children of the communit;:r, one white and one black, 
had been exchanged in the cradle. By disclosing the identities of these 
two persons to the courtroom, Wilson will al.so rearrange their fates. With 
all of this infomation placed before the court , Wilson solemnly exposes 
the murderer as follows :  
'The murderer of your friend and mine--York Driscoll of the 
generous hand and kindly spirit--sits in among you. Valet de 
Chambre, negro and slave--falsel;:r called Thomas a Beckett 
Dri scoll--make upon the window the fingerprints that will hang 
youl ,46 
The courtroom is, of course, hushed and quite amazed and the clock, true 
to Pudd 'nhead ' s  earlier proa:i.se, strikes twelve with a new prisoner 
46Ibi d. , 200 p. • -
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apprehended for the murder of Judge Driscoll . The trial is the presentation 
of a spectacular scene in which the climax of the novel occurs, but it 
also al.lows Twain to practice several other literar,y conventions for which 
he is noted. One such convesition is irony. 
The trial of the Capello twins is, in fact, charged with irony, 
especially since the reader has already gained access to the truth earlier 
in the vork . There are several excellent examples of dramatic irony in the 
courtroom scene and the proceedings which surround the trial. For exaaple, 
Roxanna, the Mother of the usurper to the Driscoll fortune, is most anxious 
for the verdict of guilty and the hanging of the llllrderer of her child's 
kind benefactor, Judge Driscoll. In her zeal, Roxanna claims that she will 
"lift up just one 'hooraw' over it if the County Judge put her in jail a 
year over it.n47 Ironically the murderer is her ovn son, the child she 
had exchanged in the cradle so that he could live a better life and not 
be "sold down the river . "  As a result of the trial, being "sold down the 
river" i s  Tom 's fate. A. second ironic episode is seen in Tom ' s  certainty 
that there is no evidence of his guilt and that a fool like Pudd'nhead 
Wilson will bring hours of entertainaent and become · a brunt of many of 
Tom' a jokes after the trial. Tom's fatef'ul visi. t to tease Pudd ' nhead on 
the evening of the first day of the trial leads directly to his own 
prosecution as the murderer. And his jokes about Pudd 'nhead' s "child 1 s-
play" with fingerprinting assists the lawyer in proving the innocence of 
the Capellos and the true identity of Tom as the unright.ful heir of the 
Iriscoll estate and as the real assassin of Judge Driscoll. 
Irony further abounds in the courtroom' s  reaction to Puddn 1head1 s 
first introduction of his fingerprinting · devices as evidence. 
47 Ibid., p. 177. 
-
Wilson took up several of his strips of glass. When the audience 
recognized these f8111.liar momentoes of Pudd'nhead' s  old tiae 
childish 'putterings'  and folly, the tense and funereal interest 
vanished out of their faces, and the house burst into volleys or 
relieving and refreshing laughter and To• chirked and jQined in the 
l'un, hi.mself, but Wilson was apparently not disturbed.Ii.8 
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The irony, of course, exists in the fact that the community's reaction 
to what they consider "childish 'puttering' and folly" is soon dispersed by 
Po.dd'nhead' s  careful display of the authenticity of such markings and his 
eventual identification of the murderer through the use of fingerprinting. 
These ironic incidents and the creation of the grand trial scene allow 
Twain to create a situation in which the adult world is outwitted. As 
previously stated, Pndd 'nhead Wilson is not a child, but he has been 
treated as such by the community of Dawson' s  Landing for twenty years. 
Finally, he outwits this population and definitely controls the final 
situation or the book. In the end of the novel, Pndd'nhead Wilson is 
greatly admired and praised. 
The town sat up all night to discuss the 8.Jll&zing events of 
the day and swap guesses as to when Tom' s  trial would begin. 
Troop after troop of citizens came to serenade Wilson, and require 
a speech, and shout thfllllselves hoarse over every sentence that fell 
from his llps--for all his sentences were golden, now, all were 
marvelous .  His long fight against hard luck and prejudice was 
ended; he was a made man for good. 
And as each of these roaring gangs of enthusiasm marched 
away, some remorseful l'lember of it was quite sure to raise his 
voice and say: 
'And this is the man the likes of us have called a 
pudd'nhead tor more than twenty years. He has resigned from 
that positiol\ friends! '  
'Yes, but it isn't vacant--we' re elected. '49 
Thus, in Pudd 'nhead Wilson, Mark Twain has created a situation and 
brought about a climax which allows the innocent and often considered 
48�. , P• 200. 
49�. ' p. 201 • 
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childlike character of the novel, David Wilson, not only to assume his 
rightful place in the community of Dawson' a Landing, but to rise above his 
ri.diculers and master the adult world that now labeled itself a pudd'nhead. 
A later work of Mark Twain, Personal Recollections 2!.. !!2!!!. 2!, Arc, 
published in 1896, also uses public scenes effectiYely as vehicles for 
the revelations of an innocent . In this historical work, Twain "undertook 
to depict a virginal 11aid who lived and died like a saint, n50 and he did 
/ 
so with an adlllirable attempt at historical "truthfulness." In fact , 
· Personal Recollections 2!. � 2!. !!£. i s  the J10st historical of all of 
Twain ' s  novels and his indebtedness to history books which he carefully 
. 51 read is quite evident. In 1908, Twain remarked of the work , "I like 
Joan of Arc best of all rrcy books; & it is the best; I know it perfectly 
well . "52 It i s  a publication which does at ti.Iles seem quite incongruous 
to the Mark Twain of the Mississippi ; yet it i• also a work that shows 
several of the strengths of Twain ' s  diversity of style. 
"Intellectually Joan of Arc attracted Mark Twain because she 
epitomized an age-old struggle of coJlllllon folk against the twin institutions 
of cruelty and oppression, the Crown and the Church. In this respect, Joan -
2!. � repeats themes of !!!!.. Prince � �  Pauper and ! Connecticut 
Yankee. n53 Dlt Joan of Arc ,  because of the necessity of adherence to 
historical events, i s  not allowed the saae totality of victory as were 
50A.lbert E. Stone, Jr., "Joan of Arc :  
Innocent � (lew Haven: Yale University 
51 Ibid., p. 21 o. -
The Child as a Goddess," The 
Press, 1961), p. 204 . 
---
52Albert Bigelow Paine, Mark Twain, vol . 2 (Hev York : Harper and Brothers 
Publishers, 1 91 2 ) ,  p. 1 034. 
-
53 Stone, Jr., � Innocent � p. 207. 
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Prince !dward and Hank :tbrgan. Joan ' s  final victory JllUst come years later 
during the Rehabilitation in France. 'lhis Rehabilitation took place alaoat 
tvent:r years afterward when upon his entry into Rouen in 1450, Charles VII 
ordered an inquiry into the trial. Two years later the Cardinal legate 
Ckd.llauae d' !stouteville aade a 11Uch aore thorough investigation, and finally 
on the order of Pope Calixtus Ill proceedings were innaugurated which 
reToked and annulled Joan' s  sentence or 1 431 • 54 still in Joan' s final 
public scenes, eight consecutive and varying trials in Personal Recollections 
I 
I 
2!. � 2!. Arc, she prophesizes J11Uch of the future and, thus, even in her 
.fie:cy death at the stake, becomes partially victorious over the adult world. 
"As an image of childhood the book is dou'bly significant, not simply as 
Twain' s  first and only novel about a young girl bu.t also as his Dlost 
extended exploration of the relations between childhood and adnl ts in 
terms of religious experienc e . "  55 
Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc is narrated by Louis de Conte, 
------ - _......, ______ - - - ,_.,,..., 
"born in leuf Chateau, the 6th of January, 1410; • • •  exactly two years 
be.tore Joan of Arc vas born in Jbaremy. n56 In the events of the narration 
Louis de Conte becomes tvo people, the fifteen-year-old boy intent on 
following Joan of Arc on her aission avay from her saall French village 
and an old cynic of eighty-two relating the tales of his days with Joan 
from her peaceful childhood to her final black death. "In the course of 
Clemens ' s work at the same tiae a saint is being ude of Joan of Arc ,  an 
54Regine Pernoud, '!he Retrial of Joan of Arc (lew York : Harcourt , 
Brace and Company, 1955"'), � - - -
55�one, Jr., !h!, Innocent � p. 214. 
56Hark Twain. Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc, vol. 1 (lev Yorks 
P. F. Collier and Son Company, 1899), p. 3. - -
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innocent Tillage aaid, her page, Louis de Conte, is becoming an embittered 
old man. "S7 Despite this cynicism, Loui s de Cont e '  s firsthand obserrations 
create a very belieYable account ot the lite and experienc e or Joan of Arc . 
"Alwa7s at home in treating childhood, "S8 Twain creates more than a 
child in an adult world in his characterization or Joan of Arc. Ste is 
aoat certainl)r his epitome or innocence in childhood as seen in his . goddess-
like portrayal of the eventual saint . Throughout the work, Personal 
Recollections !?!, �.!?!. Arc, Twain often alludes to Joan ' s  innocence and 
often connects this innocence to the Fair,- Tree ot Ik>Mremy located "in a 
noble open space carpeted with grass on the high ground towards Vaucoleu.rs, "S9 
and deemed magical by the children who played there and sang the song 
dedicated to the tree, "L' Arbre Fee De Bourleaont .  " The tree, in fact , 
81Jlbolizes childhood, happiness, unit7 with nature and the past , aspects 
which are a definite part of Joan ' s  character. Twain often uses Joan ' s  
ph7sical attributes, such as her eyes and her blush, to create an iaage 
of her virginal innocence, and he sld.llf'ully recounts incidents of her · 
childhood which reinforce this portrait . One particularly strong example 
of thi s is found in the passage set in the castle of Courdray in which 
Joan encounters the tribunals of the King whoa she is attempting to see in 
order to explain her God-delivered plan to save France .  
Joan charmed them every one w1 th her sweetness and simplicity 
and unconscious eloquence, and all the best and capablest among 
them recognized that there was an indefinable soaething about 
her that testified that she was not aade of common clay, that 
she was built on a grander plan than the aass of mankind, and 
S7 Stone, Jr. ,  !h!, Innocent It!, p. 214. 
SBibid. 
-
S9Twain, Per.sonal Recollections g1_ � !?!_ Arc, vol. 1 ,  p. 9. 
aoTed on a loftier plane. These spread her fame. She always 
made friends and advocates that va7; neither the high nor the 
low could come w1 thin the sound of her Toice and tge sight ot her tace and go out fro• her presence indifferent . 0 
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A8 in past novels, Twain has built a character of 70uth and of innocence, 
a spokesman for the young in the adult world, and with some exceptions he 
has remained fairl7 accountable to the actual historical events as they have 
been recorded. The author had been fascinated by Joan of Arc since, as a 
bo7 ot thirteen, he had encountered a stray leaf of a book describing "the 
Maid ' s  persecution in . prison by her Pnglish captors. n61 Specifically this 
1849 encounter with the saint of France has been described by Twain as the 
tuming point in his life and was the impetus for reading about the heroine 
of his eventual novel Personal Recollections 2.!. � 2.!. �· lfot on17 did 
these readings provide the base ot this particular work, but the inspiration 
tor works such as Ih!, Prince � � Pauper, ! Connecticut Yankee � !!!!&_ 
Arthur ' s  Court and Ih!, ltysterious Stranger manuscripts. 62 Finally Joan 
becaae Twain ' s  equivalent to innocence as observed by Albert E. stone, Jr. 
in his work, � Innocent Jt!• 
In Twain ' s eTes Joan was the incarnation of youth and purl ty and 
power . Ste was the unique instance in history of a young girl 
whose innocence not merely existed but acted in the gross world 
of adult affairs. She was the peerless hWlan being and it was 
of the utmost importance that she remain a young girl.63 
The history of Joan of Arc is quite lengthy' and filled with victories 
because of her mill tar;y negotiations in regaining France for the IB.uphin 
6olbid., vol . 1 ,  p. 135. -
61 Dixon Weeter, Saa Clemens of Hannibal (Boston: Houghton Mi.ffiin 
Company, 1 952 ) , p. 21"i"'7 
-
62 
ill!!· 
63 stone, Jr. ,  !h!_ Innocent !z!., p. 20. 
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and seeing him crowned King Charles VII at Rheim�. Throughout her struggles 
to reach the king ' s  attention and then her battles in his naae, Joan' a 
naivete survives. Ste constantly remains humble and gives credit to her 
voices, Saint Catherine and Saint Ma.rguerite. Eventually Joan gains the 
confidence of the king and his last co-and to her troops before the 
campaign of Loire i s :  "' See to it that you do nothing without the sanction 
ot the Maid. '  "64 The execution of the collllland proves that Joan had finally 
conquered the adult world which i s  not only representative of King Charles VII, 
but of France .  This triumph for Joan and for youth is further demonstrated 
by the following passage on the nature of the obedience to the Maid. 
That was a change! That was newt It broke the tradition. It 
shows you what sort of reputation as a collllander-in-chief the 
child had made tor herself in ten days in the field. It was 
conquering of men ' s  doubts and suspicions and capturing and 
solidifying of men ' s  belief and confidence such as the grayest 
65 veteran of the staff had not been able to achieve in thirty years. 
The king' a crowning at Inleims was also a victory for Joan ' s  innocence 
and her certainty that France should be regained from the Ehglish; however, 
it was the king ' s reluctance to take Pari a which eventually led to her 
capture near Co11piegne on May 24, 1430. The events which follow Joan ' s  
capture are quite puzzling to those who love their female commander . King 
Charles VII , whom Joan has restored to his rightful throne, makes no move 
to ransom his benefactor. Then, after two unsuccessful attenpts at escape, 
Joan is purchased by Cauchon, Bishop of. Beauvais, and is to be subj ected 
to a pro-&lglish trial in the city of Rouen. Thus, Joan begins her 
struggle against the arch-villains of her later days in life, Cauchon and 
64Twain, Personal Recollections 2f.. � 2!, Arc, vol. 1 ,  p .  294. 
65Ib1d. 
-
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Lo;rselur, the bishop and priest who control the several trials at 
Rouen. 
Again Twain has the setting for a pnblic scene, and although he has 
giYm historical accounts of the trials, he has also embellished the scenes 
with language similar to past scenes of this type in former works . For 
instanc e, Twain details the first of Joan ' s  eight trials as follows :  
In the moming Manchon and I rr.ouis de Conte 7 went earl;r, yet 
as we approached the vast fortress we found crowds of men already 
there and still others gathering. The chapel was already full 
and the way barred against further admission of unofficial 
persons • • • •  Throned on high sat the president, Cauchon, 
Blshop of Beauvais ,  in his grand robes; and before him in rows 
sat his robed court--fifty distingui shed ecclesiastics, men 
of deep learning, veteran adepts in strateg;r and casuistry, 
practised setters of traps for ignorant Jl:inds and unwary- feet.66 
Of course, true to Twain' s  style, he grandiosely adds to this first public 
scene the appearance of : .bis innocent character, Joan of Arc . The over-
bearance of her holders and her humility only serve to increase the tension 
of the p\lblic trial at Rouen. Joan of Arc, Twain ' s  child goddess, echoes 
the other portrayals of youth of the author ' s  previously examined works; 
however, Joan is allowed a m;ystical dignity which none of Twain 1 s other 
characters of innoc ence possessed. This quality is well-expressed in the 
following passage: 
Presently she CJoan of ArcJ appeared; a thrill swept the house, 
and one heard deep breaths drawn • • • •  Her head was bowed a little, 
and she moved slowly, she being weak and her irons heavy. She had 
on men ' s  attire--all black, .funerea;tly black, not a
6
speck of 
relieving color in it from her throat to the floor. 7 
Therefore, the first segment of "The Great Trial" begins only to be 
followed by several inqui sitions by the often defeated and puzzled Cauchon 
66�. , vol. 2, p. 1 23 .  
67�0 , vol. 2 ,  p. 1 27 .  
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aa Joan, again and again, proves herself to be an ample attome7 in her own 
case and aanages to outwit the skillfu.117 assembled prosecution . Cauchon 
ia put to the test several tilles b7 the TOUDI innocent peasant girl of 
Ibarell)", a feat which seems impossible when one considers Louis de Conte's 
estiaation or the trial: 
I Ctouis de ConteJ asked 11yself what chance an ignorant poor 
countey-girl of nineteen could have in such an unequal conflict; 
and looked agai.n at that obese president , Cauchon, puffing and 
wheezing there, his great bell7 distending and receding with each 
breath , and noted ·his three chins fold above fold, and his .knobb7 
and knotty face, and his purple and splotchy collplexiol\ and his 
repu.lsi ve cauliflower nose, and his cold and malignant eyes--a 
brute every detail of him--my heart sank lower still .  And when I 
noted that all were afraid of this 11an, and shrank and fidgeted 
in their seats when his eye s110te their�, my last poor ray of hope 
dissolved away and wholly disappeared.6� 
:&t, as fomidable as Cauchon seems to Joan ' s  friend and the narrator 
of her story, Loui s de Conte, she 11BDages to defeat his purpose not onl7 
in the first trial, but in all the trials which follow, a feat which the 
narrator believes "will not be seen in the earth again in fift7 thousand"69 
years. furing the trials, Joan makes several prophecies which are, in 
effect , because of the Rehabilitation her victories over the adult world--
at this point represented by her inquisitors. These prophecies, al.though 
they are historical., are also Twain ' s  masterstroke in his pitting of youth 
against adults. The moat iaportant of the propheci es, which are proven at 
a later date, begins vi th Joan' s  adJ'lloni tion to Cauchon that " ' I  warn you 
now that before seven years a disaster will sllite l!hgland, oh man7 times 
greater than the fall of Orleans! and • • •  after they will lose all 
France! ' n10 A second prediction is given by Joan at her second trial 
68�. ,  vol. 2,  pp. 123-124. 
69 vol. 2 ,  1 43.  Ibid., p. 
-
701!?!.!!.. ' vol. 2 ,  p. 1 62.  
when she aseures Cauchon of a "great victory" for France and eventual 
aartyrdoa for hersel.f. Cauchon, of course, feels threatened by these 
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prophetic outpourings and contrives to find a Means of complete destruction 
for the fated young maiden. These fears of Cauchon finally evolve into 
a set of sixty-six articles against Joan skillfu.lly compiled from her 
answers at previous trials. 'nle Cauchon docwaent is aptly described by 
Louis de Conte: 
What a strange docWlent that was, and what an exhibition and 
exposure of the heart of man, the one creature authorized to 
boast that he is made in the image of God. To know Joan of Arc 
was to know one who was wholly truthful, brave, compassionate, 
generous, pious, unselfish, modest, bl811leless as the very flowers 
in the fields--a nature fine and beautiful, a character supremely 
great . To know her from that document would be to know her as 
the exact reverse of all that . Nothing that she was appears in 
it; everything that she was not appears there in detail. 71 
-
Even though Joan superbly matches Cauchon and his advisors, eventually 
she is defeated by her own fear of death, and she signs a lengthy document 
presented by Cauchon in place of a shorter statement which she believes 
will release her to the imprisonment of the Church rather than being 
kept within the confines of the l!hglish. Joan is tricked by Cauchon into 
a relapse of these counterfeit vows and, thus, is found guilty as a heretic 
by a civil judge on May 10, 1 431 . !Wen in her death, however, Joan is 
victorious and her martyrdom begins to spread, a martydom which Cauchon 
pad desperately tried to prevent . While the Fhglish soldiers form a wall 
along the streets, the French sing litaii es for Joan and kneel as she passes 
on her way to her execution. Even Loyselur, her trial antagonist, sneaks 
fo:n1ard and begs her forgiveness which she graciously grants to 
71 
lliit• ,  vol. 2,  p. 200. 
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her troubled assailant . To the end Joan is an innocent, the aartyr of the 
poor, praying for her King and asking only for a hUJ1ble wooden cross of 
sticks to bring her peace in her fiery death. Then, Joan of Arc is gone, 
ilatolated by the victorious fires ot C&uchon. 
This ending is definitely not reainiscent of the previous victories of 
youth in the works of Mark Twain. It is adllirable, however, that the author 
followed the accounts of history to their conclusion. Yet, the story of 
Joan of Arc does not end here and Twain's  final chapter proves Cauchon's  
victories to be shallow. '!he Rehabilitation conducted by King Richard 
through an appeal to the fupe creates a commission that finally judges Joan 
to be innocent· o! her sentence by Cauchon and his cruel court. Her prophecies 
and predictions have come true, �d thus Joan' 11 innocence is finally proven 
and her pathetic victimization by Cauchon overruled. Finally Twain has 
his victory without abusing the historical accounts of Joan of Arc. And the 
innocence of youth has overcome the harsh, uncomprolllising world of the 
adult. 
To Louis de Conte, Joan had "through her death • • • escaped from time, 
fro11 old age, fro• loss of !aith. "72 But to Mark Twain her death brought 
even greater victory. .And "as if to underscore the connection between the 
little saint and Twain, Joan vas beatified in 1 909, a few months before 
Twain's death."73 Joan was Twain' s  epitome of goodness and her victory 
was most necessary not only in Personal· Recollections 2!. � 2!. Arc, but 
in the author's own life. 'Illus, Joan of Arc 's trials are ilore than another 
72Stone, Jr., � Innocent !r!,, p. 225. 
73�. , pp. 206-207. 
literary public scene or a situation concocted to place youth and innocence 
against the adult world. The history of the situation must deliver more. 
Perhaps Twain ' s  opinions about this situation are best 8UJl1Jllarized by Albert 
E. Stone, Jr. in � Innocent �· 
For af'ter all, Joan was 'the Riddle of the Ages ' • • • • All the 
rules fail in this girl ' s  case • • • • To the aging man who was 
both a realist and romantic in his writing, a determinist and 
aoralist in his thinking, an agnostic and yet a deist in his 
worship, Joan of Arc permitted a temporary haven. That haven 
lay in the timeless past of childhood, symbolized by the Fairy 
Tree of Bourlemont , a kind of Jackson' s  Island in the fifteenth 
century, where even death at th,4 stake was but a necessary stage in the cycle of a girl goddess. 
Many of the shorter works of Mark Twain also exhibit the public scene 
in which the Jllain character demonstrates not only his powers of insight , but 
also his eventual mastery of the situation. One example of such a work is 
Twain's novelette ,  � }{ysterious Stranger, a structural piecing together 
of three unfinished and recently published works by Twain, � Chronicle 
2!. Young Satan, "Schoolhouse Hill, "  and Ho. 44, � !trsterious Stranger. 
It appears that most of the work was written between 1 897 and 1 900; 15 
however, it has also been ascertained that Twain ' s  official biographer, 
Albert Bigelow Paine, and the general 11anager of Harper and Row Brothers, 
Fredrick A. D.meka , ed.i ted the 1 91 6  posthUJ1ously published edition of 
!h!, ?{ysterious Stranger. For instance, in their final altered edition a 
villainous astrologer has been added to the story and the tyrannical deeds 
of Father Adolf have been constantly toned down . In fact, "fully one-fourth 
74Ibid. , pp. 206-207 . 
-
15 John S. Tuckey, "� J:tysterious Stranger :  Mark Twain ' s  Texts and the 
Paine-lhneka E:lition , "  � Twain ' s  !!:!!, !{ysterious Stranger and !:!!!,. Critics 
(Belmont , California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc . ,  1 %'S'), p. 90. 
44 
ot Mark ',l'vain ' s  word.age vas deleted"76troa the f'i.nal Paine-nDleka edition 
ot !!!!_ !(raterious Stranger. This point is f'u.rther proven by John s. Tuckq' • 
claia that the Paine-Dmeka edition "not only does not represent Mark Tvain ' •  
ovn intended ton ot the unuscripts on vhich it va.a based; i t  also does not 
represent Mark Twain' s  latest intended version of his ator.r ot a IQ'Bterioue 
struger. tt78 
Fortunatel;y the portion ot the story which exe11pllti es Twain ' s  usage 
ot the public scene �d the adolescent character operating within that 
situation is present in the 1 969 publication of the separate vorks vhich 
aalce up !!!.!_ !(rsterious Stranger, including the Chronicle 2!. Young Satan vhich 
vas carefully entwined into the Paine-Dmeka edition. In this original 
edition of the trial ecene or Father Peter the priaar;y aaterial is the Aile 
aa. the Paine-nmeka excerpt except tor the substitution of the astrologer 
tor Father Adolf. It is this scene which is coaparable to aany such previous 
scenes in the works ot Mark Twain. 
As witnessed before in Twain' s  novels a courtroom is a aaj or setting 
tor the aasteey ot a literary situation. 'lbere is one exception in The 
-
Mt1terigus stranger in that the true protagonist is not present, but instead 
his spirit is transposed into the figure of the def'endant ' s  lawyer, Wilhelm 
Meidllng. It could be argued that the boy-�� Satan is not a childlike 
character since he reports hiaselt to be sixteen thousand ;years old, ;yet 
Twain depicts h1a as a child in the following description: "He had new and 
good clothes on, and was handsome and had a winning face and a pleasant 
voice, and was easy and graceful and une11barrassed, not slouchy and awkward 
76illS· ,  p. 86 .  
77 lliS• ,  P• 89 • 
and diffident , like other boys . "  78 In !act, Satan ' s  entry into Eseldorf, 
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Austria, a town reainiscent of Twain ' s  sleepy st .  Petersburg , Missouri , is 
an entrance into a world of children and. their fantasies and dreaas . Although 
Satan transcends the human life and humanity's "Moral Sense," he chooses to 
coJUN.Dicate not with the adult world, but with three adolescents from the 
village, "likolas Bauman, son of the principal judge of the local court, 
Seppi Wohl.Jleyer, son of the keeper of the principal inn, "The Golden stag , "  
• • • and • • • 'lb.eodor Fischer, son of the church organist, who was also 
leader of the village musicians, teacher of the violin, composer, tax 
collector of the comune sexton, and in other ways a useful citizen and 
respected by all. n79 Although the boys are Austrian youths, their 
characterisations and adventures often remind the reader of Huckleberry Finn 
and Toa Sawyer. With the cognizance of these boys of his existence, Satan 
can proceed to dupe the adult world of F.seldorf and completely control the 
present and future of its people, includi.ng the fate of one of his confidants, 
Seppi Wohlmeyer. Only once in the threads of the pieced together story 
does Satan seem to lose control; however, this situation i s  rectified by 
a public scene created by Mark Twain . This scene would also appear to be 
the climax of the story leading to Twain ' s  planned conclusion but instead 
1 t drifts into a trip to India for Satan and the 1110D1entarily transported 
Theodor Fischer which ends the unfinished Chronicle 2!, Young Satan manuscript. 
78Ma.rk Twain, The Chronicle of Young Satan, published in Mark Twain' s  
J:tysterious strangerTranscripts, edited by William M. Gibson (Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1969 ) ,  p. 45 . 
79 lli.!!.· , p. 43. 
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Although Paine and funeka drafted the conclusion to their version of !!!!. 
!ttsterious Stranger front "The Printshop Versi on" of !!2.:_ hl!,, 1h!. Mysterious 
Stranger, Twain' s  cli•ax of the tale as found in !!:!!, Chronicle 2!. Young 
Satan is also their chosen story cliaax . In the cliaax, Twain has constructed 
his usual showy scene using a courtrooa quite siJli.lar to those found in his 
earlier works, !h!. Adventures 2!. I2!!.. Sawyer and FUdd 'nhead Wilson. 
At last the trial c8.Jle on, and the people gathered f'ro11 all around 
to witness it, among then many strangers from considerable distances. 
Yes, everybody wa� there except the accused. C"Father_PeterJ He was too feeble in body !or the strain. &t Margret L daughter of 
Fa\her Peter 7 was present and keeping up her spirit the best she 
could. 
-
'!be aoney was present , too. It was emptied on the table and 
exaid.ned by such as were privileged. ljQ 
As the trial proceeds Father Peter sems as doomed to guilt as did Ml.f'f Potter 
in !h.!, Adventures 2!. !2!!_ Sawyer and the Capello twins in Pudd 'nhead Wilson; 
however, Father Peter is not saved by a surprise witness. Instead he is 
redeemed with the aerging of the powers of' Satan into the being of the 
lawyer for the defense, Wilhelm Meidling, who subntits surprise evidence 
to the gathered ·throng or the courtroo11 as seen in the following lengthy 
passage: 
He Cthe prosecutorJ sat down. Wilhelm rose and said--
' From the testimony of the reverend Father Adolf I gather that 
he found this money in a road aore than two years ago. Correct me, 
sir, if I misunderstood you. '  
Father Adolf said his understanding of it was correct. 
'And that the money so found was never out of his hands thence­
forth up to a certain definite date--the last day of last year. 
Correct me, sir, if I am wrong . ' 
Father Adolf nodded his head. Wilhelm turned to the bench and 
said--
' If I prove that this money here was not that money, then it is 
not his?' 
'Certainly not ; but thi s is irregular. If you had such a witness 
it was your duty to give proper notice of it and him here to-- ' He 
Ca judgeJ broke off and began to consult with the other �udges. 
Bo�. ,  P• 158. 
Meantiae the other lawyer got up excited and began to protest 
against allowing new witnesses to be brought into the case at this 
late stage. 
The judge decided that this contention was just and J1Ust be 
allowed. 
• att this is not a new witness, 1 said Wilhelm. ' It has already 
been partly exandned. I speak of the coin . '  
'The coin? What can the coin say?' 
1It can say it is not the coin that Father Adolf once possessed. 
It can say it was not in existence last December. By its date it can 
say this. ' 
And it vaa so! There was the greatest excitement in the court 
while the lawyer and Father Adolf, and the judges were reaching for 
the coins and exudning them and exclailling .  And everybody was full 
of admirat��n of Wilhel.a' s brightness in happening to think of that neat idea. 
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Thus , Father Adolf is perjured and the honest aan, Father Peter, is proven 
innocent . On the surface this redeaption appears to be the work of Wilhela 
Meidllng; however, unknown to the courtroom witnesses except for the bo7s 
in Satan ' s  confidence, Nikolas and Theodor, it is the doings of the youth-
angel, Satan. FUrtheraore, as has been shown repeatedly in past analyses 
of Twain' s  work, the adolescent has gained control not only over the 
situation, but over the adult world. Still this mastery is achieved by 
a rather unusual and fore boding character. Perhaps Van Wyck Brooks ' 
statment that "Mark Twain ' s  attack upon the failure of hWRan life was 
merely a rationalization of the failure in hiaselt, "82 greatly accounts 
tor the unusual a:spects of this work and its twisted, but grandiose 
cliJu.x. 
A second shorter work that exmplifies the use of the public scene is 
"The Kan That Corrupted Hadleyburg . "  published in 1 900. "Hadleyburg was the 
81 6 �. , pp. , 0-161 . 
82 
Van Wyck Brooks, The Ordeal of Mark Twain, revised edition (New 
York: E. P. nitton andCompe.ny, Inc. , 1 933), p. 248 . 
110st honest and upright town in all the region about . It had kept that 
reputation unmrched during three generations, and was prouder of that 
than any other of its possessions. "83 However, an eneniy of the coammity 
because of its actions towards hl.Ja decides to taint the reputation of the 
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honest town. "Stephenson, "  the stranger's naae or alias, is definitely not 
a child, but hi.a careful schme of revenge against the nineteen aajor furl.lies 
of Hadleyburg has •any of the earmarks ot a Thomas Sawyer or HtlcklebeJT7 Fi.nil 
adventure. Therefore_, Twain has once again created a character in the 
adolescent 11old who is attempting to outwit the adult world. When this is 
finally accollJ)lished, the stranger has not onl.y mastered the situation but 
taken control ot the people gathered to witness the spectacle which he, 
himself, has created. 
Following hie carefully contrived plan , the stranger had placed a 
sack of gold worth forty thousand dollars into the troat of the poorest ot 
the nineteeners, the Richards. His instructions to the family were quite 
clear : they were to find the man who had given the stranger twenty 
dollars while he was in Hadleyburg in a state of hunger and poverty. The 
identification of this benefactor was to be discerned by the matching of the 
words which the aan had spoken to the destitute stranger to the message in 
the sealed envelope within the bag of gold. The note of instructions lett 
it up to the Rl.chardses as to whether the inquiry should be public or 
private; but tnLe to the literary nature of Twain ' s  pr�entation of a large 
scene for the concluding cliaax , Mr. Richards decides the discovery of the 
rightful clai•ant to the fortune should be public. The decision is seen in 
83Mark Twain, "The Man That Corrupted Hadleyburg , "  The >trsterious Stranger 
� Other Stories (New York: The New American Library, Inc . ,  1962}, 
p. 89. 
the following speech by Mr. Richards . 
Very well , what shall we Cthe RichardsesJ do--make the 
inquiry private? lo, not that : it would spoil the rounce. The 
public aethod is better. 'Ibink what a noise it will aaket And 
it will 11ake all the other towns jealous : for no stranger woul<ia4 trust so.ch a thing to any town but Hadleyburg, and they know it. 
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'Ibis passage i s  aost interesting because it not only sets the method of inqu.iry 
to be used in the story which will lead to a spectacular climax, but because 
it also seems to echo Twain ' s  personal theory of the necessities of a 
good concluding climax through the use Df the public method with its 
"romance" and "nois e . "  
In the story groups ot townspeople are quite anxious to discover a 
method for clai.Jrlng the money. In fact, shortly before the day of the 
inquiry, ReTerend :&rgess, the appointed overseer of the proceeding s, 
receives nineteen envelopes containing messages which assert ownership of 
the fortune .  A.fter the stranger ' s  required thirty days have passed, the stage 
of the action is ostentatiously set by Mark Twain. 
The town hall had never looked finer. The platf om at the end 
of it was backed by a showy draping of fiags; the gallery fronts 
were clothed in flags; all this to iapress the stranger, for he 
would be there in considerable force, and in a large degree he 
would be connected with the press. The house was full. The 41 3  
fixed seats were occupied; also the 68 extra chairs which had been 
packed into the aisle; the steps of the platf'om were occupied; 
some distinguished strangers were given seats on the platform; at 
the horseshoe of tables which fenced the fronts and sides of the 
platfom sat a strong force of special correspondents who had co11e 
from everywhere. It was the best dressed house the town had ever 
produced • • • •  
The gold sack sat on a 11tt1e
8
table at the front of the platform 
where all the house could see it. 5 
Then, Reverend aJ.rgess finally arrives and begins the process of :finding the 
rightful guardian of the 110ney; however, the intensity of the crowd soon 
84!lli_. ,  p. 93 . 
65�. , P • 1 1 1 .  
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tu.ms into pandmonium when it is discovered that eighteen of the nineteeners 
have subllitted the same message. 'lhe reader, of course, is not surprised 
because this action had been foretold by the author prior to this chaotic 
scene. 'Ille only incomprehensible incident to the reader is that the naaes 
ot »:tward and Mary Richards a.re not read and the reader is aware that they, 
t()(\ had sublli.tted an envelope with the sue aessage to Reverend :&rgess. 
'Ille scene that reveals the hwdliation of the townspeople of Hadleyburg 
is quite lengthy and involved with speeches and arguments, but Twain's 
climax is sharply revealed with the public reading of the stranger's  letter 
enclosed vi thin the money bag .  The first portion of the letter describes 
what is to be done if there is no claimant to the money; the second part, 
the "P. s .  Citizens of Hadleyburg, "  reveals Twain' s  now familiar scene of 
sensation with the juvenile's  outwitting the adult world included. 
There is no test-remark--nobody made one. There wasn't any 
pauper stranger, nor any twenty-dollar contributions, nor any 
accompanying benediction and compliment--these are all inventions 
• • • •  I set lllY' trap and baited it. It may be that I shall not 
catch all men to whom I mailed the pretended test secret, but 
I shall catch the Jlost of them, if I know Hadleyburg nature • • • • 
I believe they will even steal ostensible gamble-money, rather 
than miss, poor, tempted and mistreated fellows. I am hoping to 
eternally squelch your vanit:r and give Hadle;yburg a new renown--one 
that will stick--and spread.86 
This, of course, is the great surprise to the adult world of Hadleyburg; 
f'urthenaore, there is a situation of irony which is about to unfold for the 
reader. Only the reader knows that the revengeful stranger is present in 
the crowded town and that he feels soae shaae in the fact that he misjudged 
the seemingly honest Richardses. To rectif'y this oversight, he announces 
hi11Self as a speculator in rarities and purchases the leaden twenty-dollar 
pieces. In addition to this purchase, he states that he will imprint the 
86Ibid., pp. 1 25-126. 
-
pieces with the names of the dishonest eighteen and sell them. as collector ' s  
iteas. Part of his profit is promised to the Richardses. Naturally the 
buyer, known to the reader as the stranger, i s  quickly relieved of his 
purchase by one of the richer men of the coJUNnity, "Dr . "  Clay Harkness. 
The money the stranger gains fro• this deal i s  forwarded to the Richardses 
in four checks for $1 , .500 each and one for $34,000. Two notes also arrive 
at the Richardses, one from the stranger co .. ending the coupl e ' s  honesty and 
another fro11 Reverend Burgess explaining why he saved their name from the 
hwliliation of the public scene. The final irony of the story i s  that the 
Richardses, who seem to have control in the concluding chapter, cannot enjoy 
their rewards because they are too conscious of their own depravity. 
Ultimately they becom insanely ill and reveal through their insensible 
mutterings their secret . '.l'hus, the entire town is aware of the transgressions 
of the Richardses before their death. Therefore, the stranger was correct 
in his theory that there was not an honest man in Hadleyburg ; moreover, 
although he is far from the scene, the changing of the town ' s  motto from 
"Lead Us lot Into Temptation" to "Lead Us Into Temptation" reveals that he 
is master of the situation in the end. 
The public scene of "'.l'he Man That Corrupted Hadleyburg " is one of 
Twain ' s  lengthier displays; yet , it takes on the attributes of many of his 
prerlously discussed literary spectacles. '!he crowd assembled in Hadleybu.rg 
not only witnesses an inquiry, but a trial, a circus, a jubilant festival 
and, finally, an auction. The scene and the stranger ' s  Dtastery of the 
townspeople of Hadleyburg, not once, but several times, is definitely an 
excellent example of Twain' s  use of the grandiose scene to make possible a 
series of disclosures. 
Thus, examination of chronological exaaples of Twain' s  fiction does show 
a pattern of spectacular scenes generally used in similar ways. Although 
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the pattern varies, the works tend to exemplify Twain ' s  ro11.antic fascination 
with childlike innocents within gaudy carnival cli.Jtaxes and conclusions and 
their quests to conquer the adult world. Although, in writing about children , 
Twain ' s  interest was in creating children who could adequately respond to 
adults functioning around them, Twain also wrote of children or childlike 
characters who could dupe or surprise this 88.lle 11ature population. Twain 
had a great need to express his desire for freedom, and in creating the child 
as a major character, the author was generally freed from traditional behaviors 
The child or the innocent could easily be a less limited character within 
the scope of the work. 
It is easier for Huck Finn to escape society and its mores than it i s  
for the narrator of "A Recent Carnival of Crime in Connecticut, "  a short 
story about a man constantly grappling with a character named Conscience. 
Although the man finally kills the dwarf who personifi es his conscience and 
thus overco11es the bonds of society, he still has his nagging Aunt Mary, 
reminiscent of Twain ' s  own mother, to remind hi• ot his social and moral 
transgressions. Huck does not have a family, house or financial obligations 
so his escape from Aunt Sally is J11Uch easier. 
Twain ' s  constant use of an innocent is also important to the spectacular 
scene when it is a vehicle of public redemption. Stories such as "The 
Stolen Wh1 te Elephant " or novels such as !!:!!, Adventures 2f. Huckleberry � 
or ! Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court contain instances of gaudy 
scenes; however, with the childlike character of innocence missing or 
deteriorating , the scenes change their stylistic nature and become quite 
satiric, and at times, even sarcastic. In fact Twain ' s  short work, "How 
to Tell a Story , "  assert s the necessity of a spectacular scene and the 
inclusion of a storyteller to create a good piece of literature. 
Bo.t the teller or the • • • •  story does not slur the nub; he 
shouts it at you--every time. And when he prints it, in »igland, 
France, Gel"ll&ll7, and Ital,-, he italicizes it, puts some whooping 
excluation �ints after it, and soaetiaes explains it in 
parenthesis. 
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Twain also believed in the necessit7 of adventure in his works, and he 
provided both characters and situations in which his innocent prototypes 
could tr1W1ph. Characters such as Injun Joe in � Adventures 2!, � Sawzer, 
the fuke and the Dauphin in Ih!, Adventures 2!. Huckleberry � or Father 
Adolf in 1'!!!. )(rsterious Stranger serve in the production of adventures for 
the boy heroes of these works. Adventurous situations are also added in 
which the heroes can function success.fUll.y. 'nle missing knife or the 
Capello twins in FUdd'nhead Wilson, the bags of gold in 1'!!!. Adventures 2!. 
Huckleberry Finn, Ih,! Kysterious Stranger, and "The Kan That Corrupted 
Hadleyburg" or the gi.rt of a aillion pound bank note to Henry, an innocent 
in the shorter work, "The �,000,000 Bank lote" all serve as excellent 
ex&J1ples of Twain' s  inclusion of adventurous episodes. And, within these 
adventures the child or youthful protagonist has his greatest triumph with 
a climax based on the grandiose scene. 
For Twain the public scene also allowed more than a successful ending 
to an adventure as aany points of morality and its influence upon society 
can readily be found in these scenes. Jill is already freed in .'.!'.h!. 
Adventures 2!. lhckleberr.y E!!!!!. or the townspeople of Hadleyburg are properly 
chastised for their dishonesty in "The Man That Corrupted Hadleyburg . "  
Albert E. stone, Jr. ,  in � Innocent � expresses this sense of morality 
in Twain. 
87 Mark Twain, "How to Tell a story, " Great Short Wo11ks 2!, � Twain 
(New York: Harper and fuw, 1 962 ) ,  p. 1 83 .  
'Ihe pri.Juu7 role his boys and girls are called upon 1D play is 
as a moral coaentator on adult society, and as such they 
!'unction 110re powerfully in proportion as they embody a certain 
kind of innocence. All Twain ' s  children possess it, though Huck 
Finn has aore than Tom Canty, Joan of Arc llOre than 'lheodor 
Fischer • • • •  this quality is an elusive naivete, coapounded 
not ot inexperience but rather of moral sillplicity and directnegs 
that stss fro11 the child' s  point in tille and place in society. 8 
Therefore, the children, the innocents, are also the passive observers of 
the adult society until they are antagonized by that world into action. 
Injun Joe provokes Toa and Huck as they witness his secret J1Urder of Dr. 
Robinson and overhear his later plans to aurder the Widow Ibuglas . John 
Canty, the cruel father, and Henry VIII, the tyrannical ruler of J!hgland , 
cause much of the prelillinary situation that creates the exchange of roles 
of Toa Canty and Prince »brard. Huckleberry Finn's world is one of 
solitude until he enters several riverfront coJllllUJlities and encounters 
adults who create situations that J1Ust be eventually faced and conquered. 
Adults, such as the fuke and the IAuphin, the feuding Grangerfords and 
Shepherdsons or even the Phelpses, initiate adventures in which Huck feels 
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the need to be triumphant. ! Connecticut Yankee !!!, !£!!:!&. Arthur' s  Court most 
often finds its adult antagonisa of the childlike innocent, Hank M:>rgan, in 
the characterization of Merlin and Sir Sagraaor. The Yankee feels no need 
to be active in the happenings of Camelot until his life is threatened by 
meabers or the adult world. David Wilson of PU.dd 'nhead Wilson is sillilar 
to Hank Morgan in that he is an adult pictured as a child, but his action 
against the adult world is precipitated by a fatal death in Dawson' s  Landing . 
Without this occurence, Pu.dd 'nhead Wilson would have probably remained a 
passive observer ot the town ' s  adult activities. Adult corruption in 
Eseldorf, Germany, and Hadleyburg leads to the active participation of the 
childlike Satan or the stranger, invaders of these towns who create garish 
scenes for final revelations. Many of Twain's short stories, such as ttThe 
88 Stone, Jr., l'h! Innocent � p. 270. 
Death Di.sk" or "The Horses ' s Tale, "  also create passive observers who 
becoae actively involved because of antagoni8Jl from adults. 
Ba.t there is method in the adult world's antagonism because it causes 
the childlike protagonist to maintain many of Twain ' s  own moral convictions 
and o!'ten to depict the very essence or freedom--a quality that Twain greatl7 
envied. "The best of Mark Twain 's fiction is, historically, the first mature 
realization in our literature of the conflict between the asSUllption of 
dmoeracy and the lird tation on democracy. n89 Whenever Twain gave a child 
or an innocent even a portion of freedom, he was undoubtedly gratifying 
his own subconscious desires to escape. The only characters who suffer a 
loss of freedoa in their public scenes are those created when Twain was 
suffering from severe personal depression. And, it was at that point the 
pattern of the revelations of public scenes changed troa redemption to 
bitter satire. As previously stated, the return of optilllism in Twain ' s  life 
brought a return of optillistic big scenes. Twain had 'tirifted toward despair, n90 
but he eventually accepted his own philosophical changes. Accordingly, his 
posthUllOusly published works, such as Autobiography or Letters !!::2!,. � Earth, 
exhibit Twain ' s  new attitude ot reconciliation with life and with humanity. 
As a result Twain finally utilized his writing as an escape and as a 
vehicle for many of the thoughts which he had longed to express. But tnie 
to his constant awareness of the writer ' s  public obligation, he requested 
that many of his final works not be published until after his death. Further 
disapproval by Twain ' s  official biographer, Albert Bigelow Paine, and later 
89 
Bernard deVoto , introduction to The Portable Mark Twain (Mew York: 
Viking Press, 1955), p. 16 .  
- -
9oJa7 Martin, Harvests 2! Change {»iglewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice­
Ha.11, Inc . ,  1967 ), p. 201. 
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by his daughter, Clara Clemens, also dela;yed publication of several of Twain ' s  
last works. In fact , Letters !!:2!, lli, Earth was not made available to the 
public in its entiret;y until 1 962 . 
One such posthunlousl;y published work, "The War Pra;yer" reiterates Twain ' s  
use of the spectacular scene in a bitter tragaent depicting an aged stranger 
who enters a church service and delivers a aeseage from God to the congreg-
ation. In this instance Twain is not using the innocent, almost divine, 
character for public humiliation, but as a vehicle for hi s  own expression 
of his views of war. The impact of his words i s  on the reader and not upon 
the churchgoers who label the man a "lunatic, because there was no sense 
in what he said. "
91 
Many or Twain' s  final works are expressions directly 
to the reader rather than to a gathered group of people; therefore, the 
public scene is altered to .fit this aeane. Actuall;y the final public 
scenes are basically still used for hUJl:iliation or redemption; ;yet , their 
final target is broadened to include even the reader. 
Twain, then, unconsciousl;y developed a pattern of using a spectacular 
scene for asserting--through an innocent character--several of his 
philosophical ideas. Many of these scenes have gaudy', grandiose climaxes 
that are reminiscent of P. T. Barnwl. The stuey- of the chronological 
development of this pattern suggests several correlations between Twain ' s  
life and art .  Whether or not Twain' s  personal life was a significant 
influence upon bis writing J11Ust remain an unanswered question , but a 
careful examination of the work substantiates this theory. If Twain was 
91 Mark Twain, "The War Pra;yer, " Great Short Works 2f.. !!!!:!. Twain 
(New York : Harper and Row, 1 962 ) , p. 221 • 
trying to escape into a world of greater freedom, then he has chosen 
delighti'ul characters and ostentatious scenes in which to do so. Perhaps 
Van Wyck Brooks said it best in !h.!, Ordeal 2!.. � Twain. 
Who does not see in the extraordinary books about boys and 
boyhood written by American authors the surest sign of the 
prevalence of that arrested moral development which is the 
result of business life, the universal repression in the 
Aaerican popu1ation9�r all those impulses that conflict with com.Illercial success. 
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Finally, Mark Twain created children who were free of "arrested moral 
development" or "repression" and who could master the adult world. Twain 
even predicted an ironic, but public climax to his own life. Twain observed 
a few aonths before his death: "I cue in with Halley's comet in 1 835. 
It is coming again next year, and I expect to go out with it. It will be 
the greatest disappointment of my life if I don' t  go out with it • • • •  
Oh! I am looking f' orward to that . n93 
92 
Brooks, � Ordeal 2!. 1:!!r!. Twain, p. 97. 
93
Ibid. , p. 34. 
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